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SUMMARY 

  

The interaction between the direct- axis flux and quad- 

rature-axis flux, which is brought about by magnetic saturation, 

makes the prediction of machine transient performance a difficult 

proposition. This factor was treated as having prime importance, 

but other non-linearities were considered as well, in developing 

the mathematical model of the machine. 

The model was treated as a multi- variable non-linear control 

system for analysis by numerical methods. Results from the analysis 

indicate that a reasonably accurate prediction of performance was 

obtained over a wide range of initial conditions. 

A method was then evolved, using a hill climbing technique, 

which enabled prediction of the control strategy required to optimise 

to a desired transient performance.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
  

1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION, 
  

The simple single- axis d.c. machine and multi-stage 

machines derived from it received a great deal of development 

and research during the period 1940-1952, 

The interest arose from the increasing use of automatic 

control systems for industrial and military applications. With 

the result that it’ became essential to know the characteristics 

of system elements, such as machines, fairly accurately under 

transient conditions, 

The subject has been covered by many authors who have 

considered that the only reasonable method ofmalysis has to be 

based on linear theory. Then non-linear effects, which are 

recognised as important, are allowed for by practical adjustment 

based on experience. 

These methods are of course quite adequate when dealing 

with small signal or idealised conditions and they usually fall 

into (a) The General Theory approach e.g. (1, 2, Te (b) The 

e.g. (4, 5) Both methods consist Transfer Function approach 

of setting up the fundamental relationships between the system 

variables and solving the resulting linear differential equations 

by well established manipulations, 

 



  

1.2 BACKGROUND TO PRESENT RESEARCH, 
  

cy me 

Practical tests carried out on systems, which incorporated 

machine elements, had shown that under the influence of large signal 

variations the simple linear theory no longer adequately described the 

transient performance. 

The need for operating systems with large signal variations 

results from the desire to produce rapid changes in speed of motors 

or changes of voltage in generators, 

Methods of achieving the desired changes may include the 

addition of non-inductive resistance to reduce field time constants, or 

( field forcing and appropriate use of feedback, 8) Sometimes field 

forcing may be accompanied by a saturating element to limit the 
i 

“maximum voltage available, 

Armature current forcing may be required to enable a particular 

rate of change of speed to be obtained, The magnitude of this current 

and its period of application will usually be limited by the armature 
4 

design and method of cooling, 

Factors such as these are involved in choosing a system 

component for a particular control application, The purpose, therefore, 

of this work is to evaluate the parameters that affect the machine 

performance when it is subjected to the above type of large signal variation 

CHOICE OF MACHINE FOR A GIVEN APPLICATION, 
  

It is well known that considerable improvement in the 

performance of a control system may be obtained by using machines 

which have been specially designed for a given application, Such 

machines should in general be constructed with their magnetic circuits 

laminated, otherwise eddy currents set up when the flux in the machine 

frame is changing will produce a phase 

 



1 ¢ 2. 2 

lag between excitation ampere turns and airgap flux. 

Machines specifically designed for such work usually 
7 

have the necessary degree of lamination and their proportions ) 

are invariably based on the (Power gain to time constant) ratio 

for generators and (Torque to Inertia) ratio for motors, 

But even these machines are not usually assessed for 

their ability to withstand, say, many times full load armature 

current for short periods with a weak field. 

In the operation of motors with high acceleration and 

deceleration rates the peak armature current is of course limited 

by a satisfactory commutating performance, But again observation 

had shown that it was possible to operate with considerable 

armature current forcing without producing noticeable deterioration 

in commutating ability. 

EVALUATION OF FACTORS LIKELY TO EFFECT | 
  

TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE, 
  

It has been suggested that the performance of a machine 

may be assessed with satisfactory accuracy, in many cases, by 

treating it as an idealised model, The properties of this model 

e.g. (4, p. 155) 
are then listed, and after derivation of the appropriate 

characteristics the assumptions are re-examined.



The most common causes of discrepancy listed by most 
yp . : 

authors e, g. a 122), ee A cclune the effect of saturation, 

hysteresis, eddy currents, leakage flux, harmonics, varying armature 

circuit resistance, commutation, brush size and position and non- 

linear load torque, 

1.2.2.1 SATURATION, 
  

For small signal operation it is possible to neglect the 

interaction between armature flux and field flux as well as the effect 

of Sore ae in the armature axis, (5, Bs 2) 

However, with the mode of forcing conditions usually 

experienced in control systems, both these conditions will be accentuated, 

1, 2.22 BVOTERESIS: | 

The hysteresis effect that occurs in any iron core will of course 

  

be present in the machine frame and pole structures, Inevitably, 

therefore, when rapid cyclic changes are likely to occur the effect 

of hysteresis will play some part in producing a given transient character- 

istic. 

1,2. 2. SEDDY CURRENTS. 

When a changing magnetic flux permeates any part of the iron 

  

core of a machine, eddy currents are induced, These eddy currents 

are restricted, in some parts of the core, by laminations.For example 

the armature core and the main poles are subjected to changing 

magnetisation even under steady load conditions, 

Under transient conditions, where the magnetic flux is changing 

in all parts of the core, the presence of eddy currents is likely to 

affect.performance particularly if non-laminated sections, such 

as the main frame or interpoles, exist.



  

1,2,2.4 LEAKAGE FLUX, 
  

Consideration of the magnetic circuit of a machine 

will show that flux set up by main poles and the interpoles will 

not all cross the airgap of the machine, Further, if the field 

circuit or armature circuit is being subjected to forcing such 

that saturation is considerable , then leakage will be a variable 

function of the total m,m.f. on the combined field and armature 

circuits. 

1,2,2.5 HARMONICS, 
  

When an armature rotates in a non-uniform magnetic 

field the production of harmonic voltages is inevitable. 

These harmonics produce parasitic torques 

which have some effect on the machine performance, The policy 

of the machine designer appears to be that reduction of harmonics 

can only help performance, although the actual degree of improve- 

ment, apart from better output waveforms, is a little obscure, 

1.2.2.6 ARMATURE RESISTANCE, 
  

The armature resistance is usually taken to be that 

of the armature windings and the brush contact resistance, 

However the brush contact resistance is not only influenced by 

the brush grading but it is also a function of brush current, 

In addition the armature winding resistance is a 

function of speed due to the eddy currents induced by rotation,



1,2,2, 7 COMMUTATION & BRUSH EFFECTS, 
  

Commutation is regarded as one of the main factors 

which limit the operating range of a d.c. motor, (8) but it is 

not the purpose of this work to examine in detail the process 

of commutation, The subject has received attention from many 

authors©’ g. (9, 10) who have adequately described the reasons 

for requiring good commutation and attaining the necessary 

degree of adjustment, It is, however, recognised that satisfactory 

commutation is required to prevent excessive commutator wear 

or damage during severe forcing conditions and therefore the 

concern here is basically to evaluate the effect of commutation 

adjustment on the performance of the machine, 

When a given armature coil passes under the brush the 

current reverses its direction, but the stored energy in the coil 

delays the process of reversal, This stored energy is a 

function of the flux linking the armature due to armature conductor 

current and will be influenced by the proximit y of the main pole 

and the interpole, as well as by the effect of short circuit currents 

produced during commutation, This factor will be significant in limitin   the rate of rise of total armature current during transient conditions 

particularly in the presence of magnetic saturation of the main and 

interpole circuits, 

The performance of the machine is considered to be 

effected to a marked degree when operating under linear steady- 

(11) 
state conditions and will certainly be effected under transient 

conditions,



  

The significant points appear to be the effect of 

the short-circuit currents and the non-uniformly distributed 

brush currents on the main pole flux distribution, 

1.2.2.8 NON- LINEAR LOAD TORQUE. 
  

When a motor is accelerating from rest its acceler- 

ation will be reduced by frictional torques, These torques are 

of considerable importance in certain control applications and 

steps are usually taken to minimise their effect, ee 

It would be expected, however, that when considering 

pure acceleration of a d,c.motoronno load that these torques 

would be comparatively insignificant compared with the normal 

accelerating torque, 

1.3 CONCLUSION, 
  

The works referred to in the foregoing sections have 

been quoted to give an overall picture of the problems likely to 

be encountered in predicting the transient performance of a 

d,c. machine operating under control system conditions, 

Research was directed along lines which it was thought 

might help to resolve some of the problems posed. Some of 

these problems were originally examined in mid 1963, but papers 

which appeared after that date did not substantially alter the mode 

of attack. Tests were therefore carried out ona single-axis 

d.c. machine to measure the transient characteristics 

as accurately as possible under various initial conditions, The 

results were then analysed by an appropriate simulation technique 

to verify the theories postulated.



The machine tested was, manufactured by Laurence 

Scott Electromotors, fitted with two laminated poles, two solid 

commutating poles and rated at 2 HP, 240 V, 8.3 A, 1500 RPM. 

It was not specifically designed for control system use, but it 

was felt that results obtained would not invalidate the treatment 

when applied to a machine of similar configuration, designed for 

a particular application, The choice of this machine was based 

on the fact that under normal operating conditions, performance 

was influenced considerably by magnetic saturation. 

The overall object of this research, therefore, was to 

develop the mathematical model of the machine, taking into account 

some of the factors which are outlined by the discussion in Section 

1.2.2. Then using the mathematical model, as a basis, to develop 

a suitable control strategy to obtain a desired performance. 

Some of the works quoted have inevitably been consulted 

in later chapters and these have been referred to more fully as 

appropriate.  
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2.1 INTRODUCTION, 

CHAPTER 2. 

SYSTEM REPRESENTATION 
  

  

  

a 
_ 

2 
In this treatment the block diagram notatationet #28) 

was adopted for the presentation of the system equations and 

where representation differs from known practice the method 

has been explained in the text. Otherwise the conventions, 

(13) which are adequately explained in the literature, have been 

adhered to. 

The system has been illustrated by outlining the 

block diagram of one of the machines which was tested. This 

was a single-axis d.c. machine operating as a separately 

excited motor, 

SINGLE- AXIS D, C. MOTOR, 
  

The motor under consideration was a two pole machine 

with interpoles on the quadrature axis. (FIG, 2.1).



    
  

  

quadrature axis 

10; 

iy cA Ae 

OOS et direct 

axis 

er a EE a 
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Commutating Pole 

The arrows indicate the assumed positive directions 

of voltage and current, 

If the following symbols refer to instantaneous or 

incremental values then let vg and vy represent the voltages 

applied to the armature (quadrature axis) and field (direct- axis) 

circuits respectively. 

ig & ig represent the quadrature- axis and direct-axis 

currents respectively, 

Wa Vt represent the quadrature axis flux linkages and 

direct axis flux linkages respectively, (Wb - turns). 

Cx be the brush voltage due to generated e.m.f. in the 

armature, 

re be the armiature resistance (2), 

w be the speed of the armature (rad/sec. ), 

te be the torque developed by the armature (N-m). 

ea be os oe 

 



  

Lay 

ty be the load torque (N-m), 

rs be the direct-axis circuit resistance (2), 

2.2.1 DIRECT-AXIS EQUATIONS, 

= 4 ele = d me Vy ir, t+ py, where p ar £2.1) 

We = 2m NG Wb turns og hee) 

where Be = flux/pole linking field turns N, 

& 2m = total number of poles, 

be = :. + 6, where , = airgap flux/pole 

$ = leakage flux/pole 

If ky = Airgap flux/pole Shei 

Total field winding flux/pole 

be = Vie Whe ee ho eae (250) 

2m N¢ 

Ky was considered to vary since the leakage increases 

when the magnetic circuit saturates, 

bg = £2) 

The airgap flux will be influenced considerably by the 

presence of armature m,m.f. adjacent to the pole face 

if the magnetic circuit is saturated, 

 



12. 

Therefore by = g (ip, ig), which is a non-linear 

function of two variables. It is not usual to present functions 

of two variables using block diagram notation and so therefore 

the method used here will be as shown below (FIG. 2. 2). 

The diagram is intended to show that an input of two 

known variables are required to compute the dependent variable, 

Therefore if the airgap flux and armature current are known, 

the direct-axis m.m,.f. can be calculated. The resultant 

  

equation becomes isN¢ = (pg, ig) 0 wee ee ne---- 2.4) 

bg Se ; 
‘ N. £1 Oy, fn) casas 

ae t 

      

FiG. . 242 

The block diagram (FIG, 2.3) for the direct axis 

relationships was formulated by combining equations (2.1) to 

(2. 4).



  
  

  

  

                  

        
  

        
FIG, 2.3. 

2,2, 2QUADRATURE- AXIS EQUATIONS, 
  

. Vat 6 oF it. + pa wen enn nee (2, 5) 

The armature flux linkages Wa will be dependent 

upon the total m.m.f. acting on the magnetic circuit 

| and will therefore be expressed in a similar form to equation (2. 4), 

iNa > f(a tp) wee tereene 9 

where Ng = effective turns acting in the quadrature axis.



14, 

2.2.2.1 ARMATURE RESISTANCE, 
    

The total armature circuit resistance is made up 

of winding resistance, interpole resistance and brush resistance, 

It was assumed that the interpole resistance remained 

virtually constant, but it is well known that the winding resistance 

is effected by rotation. The eddy currents in the conductors, 

produced by a current changing at a rate determined by the   speed of rotation, produce an effective resistance that is some- 

what greater than the measured d.c. value. Se 

The brush contact resistance will depend upon the brush 

grading, brush pressure and current density.Of these factors 

brush manufacturers indicate the type of characteristics to be 

expected if the current density is uniform, Usually however the 

current density differs across the face of the brush depending 

upon the strength of the commutating field. ate 

It was therefore taken that the total armature 

  

      

circuit resistance rg = f(ig,W) 29 -e eee “oe (2. 7) 

an ia 

eee Ta 
a £( 455.0) 

oe 

PIG». 2,4, 
  

 



Lo, 

2.2.2.2 VOLTAGES GENERATED IN THE ARMATURE, 
  

The e.m.f. generated in an armature coil of ad.c. 

machine is e = - | oo Ov 2 
Ot oe ° dt 

where “W flux linkages. 

© = angular position of the coil with respect to 

the flux. 

d@ = speed of the coil. 
dt 

The first term in this expression represents the 

voltage produced due to the time variation of the flux linkages, 

which exists under transient conditions: The second term 

represents the voltage produced by rotation, and was the onlyterm 

considered since brush shift was adjusted to be negligible. 

it letwell eolibvewea) ee 
that the voltage measured 

at the brushes is proportional to the product of airgap flux/pole 

(dg) and the speed of rotation (w) provided the brushes are 

diametrically opposite on the commutator and are coincident 

in artes with the quadrature-axis. Further, this voltage is 

not dependent on the flux-density distribution since the area of 

the flux density- angular position curve is proportional to the 

airgap flux/pole. 

Therefore e, = Kj bg Ww suis emda (2. 8) 

where K, is a constant for a particular machine frame 

size and given windings. 

 



16. 

2.2.3 ELECTROMECHANICAL RELATIONSHIPS, 
  

2.2, 3.1 TORQUE EQUATION,   

The mechanical power developed by the armature, when 

equated to electrical power gives wt, = e,ia watts. a 

ta = Ky bo lee NM, 65 ee ngeen esse (2. 9) 

by substitution from equation (2. 8). 

  

p et t 

    
  

Pin 2.5: 
  

2.2.3.2 ACCELERATING TORQUE,   

The accelerating torque = t, - tj, = JpwNm_= --- (2.10) 

where t, = load torque (Nm), 

| J = Inertia of motor + load,measured at the motor shaft 

| (kg- m?’), 

t 

, eel Pets: — seo 

i | 

  

      

FIG, 2.6, 

 



  

if, 

2.2.3.3. LOAD TORQUE, 
  

The single-axis d.c. machine under consideration was 

tested on no load and therefore the only load torque opposing 

acceleration was that due to the combined effects of stiction, 

coulomb friction, windage, hysteresis and eddy currents. Such 

effects are themselves dependent on such factors as brush 

pressure, degree of excitation, type of ventilation and speed. 

It was felt that the dominant factor in this case was 

speed and therefore the load torque is defined as 

tie. fis) ree a cy (2.44), 

2.2.4 OVERALL BLOCK DIAGRAM, 
  

The result of combining equations (2,1 - 2.11) produces 

the following block diagram (FIG. 2. 7).
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2. 3SUMMARY, 

The block diagram of the single axis d.c, machine 

was derived by considering the factors likely to effect the 

machine performance, It was not intended that this diagram 

should account for all points raised in Chapter 1, But the 

philosophy associated with the derivation was to set out the 

relationships which required determination before the 

equations could be solved. For example, clearly the equations 

are not soluble unless the non-linear functions, which have been 

defined, can be expressed adequately, 

When dealing with d.c. machines having different 

circuit configurations the same method may be used to present 

the system equations, although some manipulation is required 

for each individual case, 

The next chapter deals with the specific problems that 

have been posed hy the introduction of the block diagram ChIG, Citi
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CHAPTER 3. 

EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS. 
  

3.1. INTRODUCTION. 

To evaluate the effect of armature current forcing 

on a single-axis d.c. motor, the machine was accelerated 

from rest on no load with various initial direct-axis excitation 

conditions. No particular limit was placed on the peak 

armature current, or rate of change of current, except the 

desirability of retaining visual sparkless commutation. 

oe It was also possible, with readily available supply 

voltages, to attain a peak armature current of six times the 

normal full load value. 

At this stage it was desired to establish the behaviour   
of the direct-axis and quadrature-axis air-gap flux and therefore 

the machine was fitted with search coils to measure the flux- 

density distribution and the total flux/pole at the tips of the main 

pole and commutating pole (FIG. 3.1.). 

ie es aes ee a
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In view of the type of information required, the 

only possible method was to obtain a large proportion of the 

data from traces obtained during transient tests. 

3. 2 DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS. 
  

The apparatus used for a particular test is shown 

by the typical layout in the diagram (FIG, 3.2) and the photograph 

(FIG. 3.3). 
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FIG. 3.2. 

The following numerals refer to the items shown:-   ei; Machine under test. 

2. Tacho- generator to record speed. 

3. Contactor for applying test condition. 

4, Shunt to measure ig. 

| 5. Shunt to measure ha 

6A. Galvanometer circuits for current measurement, 

6B. Galvonometer circuits for voltage measurement. 

45 Ultra-Violet Recorder. 

8. Trace timing unit. 

9. Fluxmeter for calibration. 

10. Direct- coupled amplifiers. 

Ly Stroboflash for calibration. . 
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The trace timing unit (8) consisted of a delayed relay 

which started the recorder motor before initiating the main 

circuit contactor (3) and also timed the duration of the transient, 

Search coil voltages were fed to direct- coupled integrators 

and amplifiers to record the changes in flux linking each coil, such 

that dg = k fe, dt, where e, = search coil voltage induced during a 

change. 

The pole face search coils were calibrated separately 

against a standard coil for a number of different flux levels. For 

this purpose the coils were placed in the uniform field produced 

by a standard magnet having poles of 6''diameter, 

From the results the average area of each coil was 

determined from the values obtained for each coil. 

Traces were calibrated by checking the galvanometer 

deflection against a known current, voltage or speed. 

EVALUATION OF MACHINE CHARACTERISTICS. 
  

In order to obtain the precise nature of some of the 

machine characteristics it was essential to carry out a large 

number of transient tests. This was partly brought about by 

the obvious difficulty of measuring variables which were being 

forced to many times their normal value, and partly by the 

desire to obtain consistent measurements. The very large 

number of results obtained renders a complete presentation 

both impractical and of no great value. Instead, where such
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tests were necessary, typical results of the measurements 

are given, 

3.3.1 STEADY-STATE TESTS 

3.3.1.1 OPEN CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTIC 

  

  

The machine was coupled to a driving motor and 

driven at a constant speed of 1500 r.p.m, Terminal voltage 

generated for increasing and decreasing direct-axis excitation 

was then measured (FIG, 3. 4). 

From design data, the relation given by equation (2. 8) 

was evaluated to give eg = 275 Bolo volts, This gives an 

expression for the airgap flux, as a function of the open-circuit 

voltage, of 

bg = 2,32 x HOF? x e, Wh/pole at 1500 r.p.m, --- (3,1) 

3.3.1.2 DIRECT- AXIS FLUX ¢c/ M,M.F, 

CHARACTERISTIC ON NO- LOAD, 

  

    A measure of the main- pole flux was obtained, for 

varying levels of direct-axis ampere-turns, by noting the fluxmeter 

deflection for a given change in excitation. The main-pole search 

coil (G, FIG. 3.1) was employed for this purpose. 

‘ The results appear in FIG. 3.5 together with the 

values obtained from equation (3.1) which are, based on the 

average value ofe,, takenfrom FIG. 3.4. a’ 
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3.3.1.3 LEAKAGE FLUX, 30. 

3.3,1.3.1 DIRECT-AXIS LEAKAGE FLUX, 

  

  

The direct- axis leakage flux was estimated by comparing 

the flux linking search coils G, H and I with the estimated airgap 

flux bg. In fact the difference in flux linking search coils H and I 

compared with that linking search coil G prove'd to be insignificant. 

So that a measure of the leakage was taken directly from the results 

shown in FIG, 3,5, 

The leakage coefficient kd (equn, 2.3) plotted against 

airgap flux/pole ( $,) is shown in FIG, 3, 5a, 

3,3.1.3,2 QUADRATURE-AXIS LEAKAGE FLUX, 
  

The flux linking search coil J, which was wound close to 

the pole tip, was taken to represent the useful quadrature- axis 

flux under the pole. The results shown in FIG, 3,6 then gave 

; 2 0.79, and $; 20,774, . 
— 

3,3,1.4 POLE- FACE FLUX DENSITY 
  

With the machine stationary the flux-density, at various 

positions (A- F) under the main pole, was measured for various 

values of direct-axis m,m,f, The quadrature axis being unexcited, 

This measurement was then repeated for varying 

quadrature-axis m,m,f, with the direct-axis unexcited. 

The results appear in FIGS, 3,7 and 3. 8 respectively. 

3.3.1.5 QUADRATURE- AXIS CIRCUIT RESISTANCE 
  

Tests were conducted on the quadrature axis to estimate 

the change in resistance due to a) quadrature axis current and 

b) Speed of rotation,
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The machine was coupled to a driving motor in order 

that it could be driven without direct axis excitation, in both 

directions. 

The brush voltage was then measured at different speeds, 

while maintaining a constant quadrature-axis current, 

The results are shown in FIGS. 3.9 - 3,11, from which 

the curve (FIG. 3,12) was plotted to represent the change in 

slope of the curves (FIG, 3.11) asa function of current (ia), 

The quadrature axis circuit resistance was then expressed in 

the form r @w+3.6o0hms  —s www ew nnnnn 3. 2) 

where of = b/i, meee a oe (3.3) 

The constants b and c determined from a curve relating 

log (o&) and log (ia) were b = .042 and c = 0, 69, 

In order to allow for the case when the current (ia) fell 

to very small values the slope of the curve was fixed at a = 0.09 

for values of ia<0.5A, This figure being based on the slope of 

the curve (FIG. 3.12) for low values of current, A similar 

procedure was adopted for the very high currents, where it was 

impractical to maintain heavy currents for more than a fraction of 

a second, 

At zero speed there was a slight increase in resistance 

as the current level was reduced to less than 3A, but the change 

was assumed to be insignificant. 
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3.3.1.6. LOAD TORQUE CHARACTERISTIC, 
  

  

The machine was uncoupled and run on no load as 

a motor, with constant direct- axis excitation, and variable 

armature voltage. Then at different steady-state speeds, 

determined by the applied voltage, the quadrature axis current 

i, was recorded. 

From these results and a knowledge of rg, from 

FIG, 3.11, the armature power output was determined as a 

function of speed. Hence enabling the no-load torque /speed 

characteristic to be obtained (FIG. 3.13). 

One would expect this torque to be sufficient to overcome 

the opposing torques due to (a) friction and windage and (b) 

hysteresis and eddy currents. But although the tests were 

conducted at different fixed values of direct-axis current 

this produced no significant difference in the characteristic 

obtained over the speed range of interest. 

As it was anticipated that the peak accelerating torques 

would be greatly in excess of the no-load torque it was decided 

to take the curve (FIG. 3.13) as a typical characteristic. 
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3.3.2 TRANSIENT TESTS, 

3.3.2,1 ARMATURE INERTIA 
  

  

The armature inertia was deduced by employing the 

results of section (3.3.1.6). A deceleration test being 

performed using a suitable speed range chosen from the 

characteristic, (FIG. 3.13), 

The time taken for the speed of the machine to fall 

from w 1 to W> was recorded, by open circuiting the quadrature-axis 

circuit and retaining constant direct-axis excitation, The 

decelerating torque, over the chosen speed range, is then defined by 

the expression -(,305 + 2,38 x 407 45) =. Jai = Nimes. (3. 4) 

dt 
where J is the armature inertia in kg-m", 

The time taken for the speed to fall from w, = 157 rad/sec, 
1 

to Wy = 83, 8 rad/sec, was recorded after a number of trials to be 

t = 4, 647 sec, 
  

  

  

wi 

aor eee --[ dw 
J Pe (1 + (8x10 “) 

wt 
“7. 

1 [3 (1+ 7 8x 10%) = Oge ‘ 

7. 8x10" ° Wo 

=3 2 
J = 4,647x.305x7.8x10° - 0.0373 kg-m 

. 296
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3.3.2.2 DYNAMIC RELATION BETWEEN FLUX AND 
  

  

EXCITING M, M,F, 

3.3,2,2,1 DIRECT- AXIS FLUX ¢,/M. M. F. RELATION 
  

WIE ia =o. 

With the machine coupled to a driving motor, and driven 

at constant speed, the circuit was connected as shown in FIG, 3,14. 

if ar es 

| rf j Speed 
| : G | Ca 

VE 
Ny ( — 

| G | A Constant 
  

ig, 3; 14, 

Measurements of ip, eC. and bo were recorded as functions 

of time for a constant step change in voltage v,, using the recording fh 

apparatus described in FIG. 3, 2, 

For a given value of ip the value of the flux Cfo) as given 

by the curve (FIG, 3.5) under steady-state conditions was plotted 

with the other results obtained, (FIG. 3,15), The discrepancy 

between the two curves oc and bc was then taken to represent the 

phase lag which exists between the direct-axis fluxand direct-axis mmf 

during transient conditions. 
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Then, if¢g=$, + TA SG = ----------- (3, 5) 

is taken to represent the relation between ba and $G ,» the mean 

time-constant Td,may be evaluated, 

Consideration of this relation will show that the non-linear 

nature of the magnetic circuit involves a changing value of Tdg, 

Also since the flux will probably be delayed by penetration time 

as well as eddy currents a more exact approximation could well 

involve a second order equation, However it was realised that 

the true nature of the relation could not be expressed more simply 

‘than the method chosen, Especially since the pattern of the flux 

distribution renders the two-dimensional approach an approximation, 

It is, of course, possible to represent the time delay 

more closely than the mean value chosen by calculating the 

incremental value of Tgjand treating it as a non-linear function, 

However, the approximation given by equation (3,5) was 

taken, to give 

t 

/ 

T4q = $q°%q dt, which when evaluated from 

Lee 
FIG, 3.16 gives Tgqg= 093 sec, 

It was found from the test that there was virtually no 

difference in the results obtained by measurement of eg and hence 

by , than those obtained by the use of search coil G, These results 

have therefore been omitted.



  

  

  

3.3.2.2.2 QUADRATURE- AXIS FLUX $_/M. M, F, 

RELATION WITH ig = o.   

With the machine stationary a suitable constant 

voltage v, was suddenly applied to the quadrature axis and 

the resulting current ig and flux 6; was recordedon a C, R,O, 

against time. 

From the results obtained the equation 

/ é 

by . by + onpg “$5 eS (3. 6) 

dt 

was evaluated in a similar manner to that described in 

SCClION 32 oO 2, 2.014 

The resulting value of T4q was found to vary 

according to the magnitude of the steady state M, M.F., as 

the curves in FIG, 3.17. indicate.
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3.3.2.3. MACHINE ACCELERATING FROM REST, 
  

With the machine connected as shown in FIG. 3. 2 

measurements of current (ig), speed (w), quadrature- axis 

flux (25), direct- axis flux (Bq) and current (ip) were recorded 

as functions of time for a suddenly applied voltage seq = V,). 

Owing to the difficulty experienced in maintaining 

the applied voltage at a constant value, due to forcing the 

current (i,), this was also recorded, 

Measurements were repeated a number of times 

to obtain consistent results, which are tabulated in TABLES 

(3.1 - 3.6) with typical recordings shown in FIGS; (8,138, 3.19); 

The tests were conducted under the following initial 

conditions, with t = 0:- 
    
  

        

Test; Initial | Initial Direct- axis Average Typical 
Applied! Direct- axis circuit of Recording 
Voltage’ Current | resistance Results 
pees (v)} ip(A) | r (22) Table No. ; FIG. No. 

1 222 0.0 | 1110 aoe 

2 225 0.0 | 790 3.2 3.18 

3 222 0.0 556 3.3 

4 232 0.2 | 1160 3.4 

5 213 | 0.285 748 3.5 bs IB 

6 232 | 0.405 | 573 3.6 |   
  

 



  

TADLEY 371 
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a — nnn rect 7 mow Se eee : emer rene | ee rm erate we ’ j 

Current(i,)Speed(w)) Flux(¢ 7) Flux(¢q)|Current(ig)) Voltage Va=Vg | Time(t) | 
amps. rad/sec| mWb. mWb, Amps, Volts Secs, | 

0.0 0:0 -1-0:0 0.0 0.0 222 0.0 | 
40.0 8, B54 ¥, 04° |-.0F 308 0.059 202 0.025 | 
56.0 8.65 11.04 | 0.505 0.0945 200 0.05 | 

| 55.0 13, 0." | 1,06. = 1.0,-808 0.121 202 0.075 | 
54,3 19.0 11,06. °| 0.91 0,140 202 ee 

| 50.5 65.46/25 06-11-21 0.171 209 Goma t 
45,8 98.7 |1.06 | 1,51 0.173 213 3° | 
39,1 136; 0°14.06° 14. 77 ~ 4 Or 190 217 0,424 

{ 

32.0 173.0 {1.09 1.97 0.180 | 219 Op 54 
26, 2 204,051; 09 =: Va. 38 0,.185:--°| «oto 6.6 | 

| 21,8 227.0 (1,09 | 2,42 0,185 222 po 
thie 246.0 /1.04 (2.93 | 0,18 228 08] 

{ i 5.4 260.0 |0.765 (3.44 | 0,149 228 oe o) 
} i i 0.0 256.0 |0.273 | 3.99 | 0,185 228 | oe) 

~ 2,2 246.0 (0.082 (4.05 | 0,19 228 mie 
} | j 

0.5 215.0 {0.205 ee | 0, 20 2.50228 ¥6     
    

    
  

ESTIMATED MEASUREMENT ACCURACY 
  

Current (ig) + 2A in 50A 

Speed (w + 4 rad/sec. i Deed a pee 
Flux (¢3) + 0,05 mWb, in 

a © Omi 
Flux (¢q) + 0.1 mWb.in 

no RVG ET, 
Current (if) + 0.01 A.in0.5A 

Voltage (va, ve) + 4V.in 200V.



  

TABLE 3.2 
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Garren, poeed(.) Pina eta Saree atoolees vary, Time(t) 

amps. |rad/sec,} mWb, mWb, Amps. | Volts | Secs, 

0.0 0-0 10:8 ‘0.0 0.0 | 225 0.0 

48.2 3.46 |1,09 (0, 404 0.1425 | 204 0.025 

56.5 8.65 1.09 |0,505 | 0.187 | 204 0.05 
57.4 19.0. 11,09 40: S87 “1,197 | 204 0.075 

57.0 4,344.18 1.06 0.212 | 204 10.1 

52.1 Tt 9 1,82 0. 246 | 208 10. 2 

43,2 APTS: «| 1. O8.nrd 187 0. 246 | 214 10.3 

32,5 /161. 0 1.09 }2.17 0,286. 2) g19 | 0.4 
23.6 201.0 -|1,09.°°)2767 0. 256 boc ea 0.5 

13,3 1225.0 | 1. 04 (3,38 | 0.212 | 225 0.6 

1.78 [235.0 (0.545 (4.34 | 0,231 7 aoe 0. 7 

- 354 221, 0 0.136 '4.74 | 0,285 232 0.8 

-2,2 (204.0 (0,136 15.05 | 0.29 227 (0.9 
0.0 /187. 0 (0.218 | 5,21 | 0,29 | 226 1.0 
0.-7 8 fase | 5. 73 | 0,29 225 Ee 
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TABLE 3.3 
, oo ed 

7 Current(i, Speed(w) Flux($5} Flux(¢q) Current(ig)| Voltage v,=v¢ Time(t 

Amps. |rad/sec.} mWb. mWb, Amps. Volts Secs. ' fe ee ee 

0.0 0,0. 40,0: = 40,0 0.0 222 10.0 
42,3 3.5 14.07 {0,404 [0,092 207 | 0,025 
53.4 10; 4h, OF 6.402 76648298 202 0,05 
53. 8 20.5 1.07 {1.06 0.18 205 0,075 
53.4 27.4. be Oh 1482 0,23 207 | 0.4 
45.4 Sich a0 hee 0,294 213 0.2 
BoE fie Oem. O0 [nee [00918 217 10.3 
20.9 (177.0 CRT 18008. a 26D 224 (0.4 
8,0 199,0 0.79 4,54 | 0,23 230 | 0.5 

-4,5 TSG FOr ites 15;.46. 2» FOP SET 233 0.6 
-3,56 |x7avo-|0.0 lav... 10, a5p 233 | 0.7 
-0.9 {158.0 HO,290 46.97 1.0. 368 230 (0.8 
0.5 150. 0 0.3 6.46 0.391 228 0.9 

0.8° {145.0 [0.38 (6.46 {0,395 228 '1.0 
| 0.8 1143, 0 pO, 985° (6.62 4.0, 305 228 ee 
| is [242.0 ee ee 0.4 228 (145 
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TABLE 3.4 
  

Current{igSpeed(.}Flux(q 3)Flux(gq)Current( ig] Voltage Va=v¢ Time(t) 

53. 

  

    

amps, rad/sec, mWb. mWb, Amps, Volts Secs, | 

— : | “e ; ees | 

O78) 30.010, 8 ae 0: 257 be Bae 0.0 .| 
46°5 Siete la age G se eit 0.025 
49 A Or 12. 72 0, 328 213 0.05 
47, 2 | 05°. 4 ea = | eee 0, 293 215 0.075. 
45.8 [8 iets) 2.08 0, 248 215 074 
40. 0 1123.0 11,04. 11,91 0.18 220 0,2 
$4,900 easor.|9.04° 12.06 0.18 224 0.3 
27,2 |194,0 |1,06 | 2.27 0.175 226 0.4 
ye 221.0 |1.06 | 2.52 0,171 232 0.5 
15. 6 l244,0 [1.01 | 2,92 0. 162 232 0.6 
7% 256.0 0,71 3.52 0.144 232 a7 
0 247.0 0.27 | 8.98 0,18 234 0.8 

<2. 1240.0 0,08 | 4,13 0,193 234 0.9 
-0.5 225.0 10,14 1.4.38 0.2 234 1.0 

0 218.0 (0,22 | 4,43 0.2 234 ee 
0.9 210.0 ne 4.7 0,2 234 1.5 

| 
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TABLE 3,5 

ee ‘| 
Corde riieasper tty) Flux(¢ 7) Flux($q) Current(i¢)|Voltage va=v¢ Tae 

amps. | rad/sec, mWb, | mWb, Amps. Volts Secs. | 
cere eee 

0 0.0: (OPO! dbp 602. ate Rba 1218 apo 
36.5 29-3: f4.04 ta 83 0. 653 | 196 0.025 | 

39, 2 AB 4: e002.) 8968 G16. o> age 0.05 | 

36,5 11.0° Pete Fars 0.457 ! 202 0.075 | 

33.0 070. tite. teal O.208:: 4808 ad 
| 25.0 148.5 ly LG FER} 0,285 <> 218 0. 2 

16.5 £76,5..11.09 |. 0. 226 | 212 os 4 

7.5 poo. 0 9. 71 4.13 | 0. 196 | 213 0.4 | 

-0. 8 199.0 {0,545 (4,63 0.246 | 213 0.5 

2,2  es.5 |o.a72 (5.13 | 0,27 | 213 0.6 
-0.5 173, 0 0, 10 (5. 44 | 0,285 | 213 | 0.7 

0.:7 1610. (0760. 94 62a 0. 285 | 2a3 1 O28 

0.7 159.0 ore 5.59 0, 285 | 213 1,5 

| 
{           
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TABLE 3.6 

  

Correnttn) speedtu) Flux( ($5) Piuetg) Current(i,) relegate =vp) Time 

  

  

    

amps. rad] see. avy mWb., Amps, Volts Secs 
|__|. 

0.0 0.0 | 0,0 67 0,405 | 232 | 0.0 
42,3 27.7 | 1.04 |5. 7 0. 765 | 215 | 0,025 
40,5 55.4 11,09 |5.35 0. 64 | 217 | 0,05 

33, 8 79,6 11,09 5,0 10.59 | 224 | 0,075 
28.9 102.0 1.18 15.05 {0,48 230 | 0.1 

12,5 152.0 |0,955 |5,35 10,31 pa 3 
0.9  |164,0 | 0,41 6,05 0,338 232 0.3 

-0.9 154,0 0,137 |6.36 0, 369 | 232 10.4 
0.9 147.0 |0.27 |6.47 0,396 | 282 0.5 
0.8 144.0 | 0,33 16.58 0, 40 | 232 | 0.6 
0.7 142.0 0,36 6.6 0.405 | 232 | 0.7 
0.68... 440.0 20. 37 |6. 72 j0- 44 | 232 1,0 

| | | | Eee 4 
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3.3.2.4 RELATION BETWEEN DIRECT-AXIS FLUX ¢,./M. M. F. 

WITH THE MACHINE ACCELERATING FROM 
  

Reo. 

  

From the transienttests, described in the last 

Section, the relation fg = f(ig, ig) was plotted for various 

initial conditions (FIG. 3.20 and FIG. 3, 21). 

The general effect of reduction of bo for increasing 

i, was noted for a given value of ig. However exact relationships 

were considered to be not readily defined by these results due to 

the time lag produced by eddy currents. 

3.3.2.5 RELATION BETWEEN QUADRATURE AXIS FLUX 
  

é,/M.M,F, WITH THE MACHINE 

ACCELERATING FROM REST, 
  

  

The results from the transient tests provided 

information about the quadrature- axis flux in the region of the 

comnutating pole. This flux (d5) represents only a proportion 

of the total quadrature- axis flux and was found to be virtually 

uneffected by the direct-axis m,m.f, due to ip. 

A typical relationship is shown in PIG, 3i-24e
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3.3.2.6. DIRECT-AXIS POLE-FACE FLUX- DENSITY 

DISTRIBUTION WITH MACHINE ACCELERATING 

FROM REST, 

  

  

The flux-density distribution under the pole face 

was measured by use of search- coils (A- F) with the machine 

accelerating from rest under the initial conditions described 

by Table 3.2. and Table 3.5. 

These results, which are shown in FIG, 3.23. and 

FIG, 3.24. respectively, indicate the considerable effect of 

: high armature currents under saturated and initially non- 

saturated conditions. It was noted that even though the average 

flux- density returned to its initial value (when t = 0) the actual 

flux- density distribution was altered in the case when ir #0 

‘att =o. This result was confirmed by a series of tests of 

which typical results are represented by FIG, 3.24. 

The marked saturation at the neck of the pole tips 

may be noted by reference to search coils B and E.
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3.3.2.7 COMMUTATION, 
  

To access the effect of poor commutation on the 

transient performance of the machine some of the quadrature-axis 

pole current was diverted until visual sparking was observed 

at the commutator. 

Under these conditions a limited number of tests 

with the machine accelerating from rest were conducted ina 

manner similar to that described in Section 3.3.2.3. 

A typical result is shown in FIG, 3,25 and Table 3.7 

for initial conditions ip = . 285 A, vg = Vz = 22k-V, re.= 416 72, 

at t= 0. [% divertion of i, = 30%.| 
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_3.4, SUMMARY 

This chapter describes in detail the tests necessary 

to evaluate the parameters defined by the introduction of the 

block diagram FIG, 2. 7, 

Some of the relationships obtained are self explanatory 

in that they are defined directly by the curves shown or values 

obtained. Other tests, such as those described in sections 3. 3. 

(1.4., 2.4.-2.6.), were included to establish sufficient evidence 

for the treatment of cross-axis interference, 

Section 3,3,2,2, was included to establish how flux 

changes were influenced by eddy currents. The treatment, as 

explained, was based on the assumption that the delay in build up 

of flux due to eddy currents could be approximated to a single time 

constant. In the case of Tgg there appeared to be very little change 

in the mean value obtained when the tests were repeated for 

different values of ig. However, a measurable difference, as 

shown by FIG, 3.17, occurred when estimating T¢q for different 

levels of Le 

The measurement accuracy quoted on page 49 indicates 

the estimated error incurred in taking measurements from re- 

cording paper. Where steady-state measurements were involved, 

components and instruments were chosen such that together with 

reading error an accuracy of + 2% was maintained. 
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The measurements involved much work because of 

the difficulty of repeating each test under exactly the same 

initial conditions. In fact, consideration of the tests required 

will show that :- 

1) Supply voltages are not easily controlled under 

all transient load conditions, 

2) Component temperatures vary continuously 

after each test. 

3) Residual flux varies as a function of the degree of 

forcing and the initial conditions. 

Whereas it is possible to control some of these 

variables, it was found preferable to regard supply voltages as 

varying with time so that the method could be applied to different 

supply voltage waveforms e.g. thyristor control, 

Other variables were fixed (e.g. if) and an approp- 

riate parameter (e.g. rf) changed to maintain a given initial 

condition.
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4,5 Time delay introduced by eddy currents. 

4.6 Summary.
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CHAPTER 4. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS. 
  

INTRODUCTION,   

4,2 

A number of the tests which have been described 

in Chapter 3 require no further analysis since they provide 

the appropriate parameter evaluation, Certain exceptions 

exist, however, and these will now be examined in more 

detail. 

THE AVERAGE DIRECT- AXIS FLUX- LINKAGES (‘Y ¢ ) 
  

It was suggested in Section 2, 2,1 that the airgap 

flux iP was a function of ig andig. This statement applies 

only to steady-state conditions since the results of section 

3.3.2.2 indicate that it is also a function of time under 

transient conditions, 

In view of the difficulty of carrying out steady- 

state tests at very high armature currents it was decided 

that the steady-state characteristics should be estimated 

theoretically and then compared with the measured results, 

 



  

4.2.1 BRIEF REVIEW OF FLUX PATTERN PRODUCED BY 
  

CURRENTS ig ANDi. 
  

This topic is dealt with very adequately by 

current literature describing the basis of machine performance 

(e.g. (2, p.51), (4, p.386)) 

The conclusion is that when the resultant 

flux- density waveform for the main pole of a single- axis d.c., 

machine is deduced the effect of armature 

current produces magnetic saturation at one pole tip and flux 

weakening at the other pole tip. The nett effect isa reductionof 

thetotal airgap flux which produces an induced e,m,f, in the 

direct- axis during transient conditions, 

4,2.2 ESTIMATION OF AVERAGE AIRGAP FLUX ¢_./TOTAL 
oS 

AMPERE TURN RELATION UNDER STEADY-STATE 
  

  

  

CONDITIONS, | 

ty FIG. 4.1. 
Nee a . 
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This expression can only be evaluated for specific values 

of the variables ig, ip and x, therefore the method adopted 

was to estimate the average flux density for different constant 

values of in and ip. 

The technique that was employed was similar 

to that suggested by Lineitie | in which the flux density B 

was estimated for a specific value of x by finding the total 

contribution of ampere turns at x due to constant values of i 

and ip. 

From the resultant curve,B, against x,the average 

flux density for known values of ip and ig was calculated. 

In view of the large number of calculations involved, 

the characteristic was estimated by programming a digital computa, | 

The following section outlines the method, which 

incorporates FIG, 4. 2,and the computor program is shown in 

appendix 8,1, 

M, M. F. due to i, ~ [ M,. M. F. /unit current (ia) at x]X ig 

[Avex] = [ATs x 4, 
‘M.M.F, duetoig = [AT¢] 

Total M, M,F, /pole'at x [ATpx] = [A Ts] - [ 4 Tax] 

To calculate the average airgap flux density as 

a function of ip and i, the curves shown in FIG, 3, 7 were 

employed and assumed to be symmetrical for positive and 

negative ampere turns, Very large m,m,f,'s were dealt 

with by fixing the slope of the upper part of the curve. The 

basis of this being that above a certain level of flux density
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the armature teeth as though they are non- magnetic to further 

increase in flux. (16) 

Therefore using the curves shown in FIG, 3.7. the 

flux density at x (Bx) was calculated, which enabled the average 

flux density Bg to be computed. 

Identical calculations were repeated for other fixed 

values of ig & ig and the resultant curves, shownin FIG, 4.3., 

were produced by equating the average flux density/pole to the 

average flux/pole ($g) and the number of turns/pole (Np). 

4.3. ESTIMATION OF THE ARMATURE FLUX LINKAGES (we) 
  

UNDER STEADY-STATE CONDITIONS, 
  

The estimation of the armature flux linkages as a 

function of ig and ig was considered to be similar to that described 

in Section 4.2.2. since the majority of the flux links the armature 

turns adjacent to the direct-axis pole face. 

Calculations were therefore limited to two main regions 

(1) The direct-axis pole face and (2) The quadrature-axis pole 

face ( commutating pole ). The assumption being that the
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flux linking the armature in the interpolar region, the end 

windings and the flux crossing the slots would be a very 

small proportion of the total, 

The method of evaluating the flux linking 

the armature turns under the direct-axis pole face was to use 

the information obtained in section 4,2.2. For example the 

flux density [B,.| for[ar,, | gave a result similar to that 

shown in FIG, 4.4 for a given value of ig and i, 

Flux B 
ys 

Density l = 

Bx L; 
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The flux density at y (By) = Bx - Bg. 

Therefore Py = (BY) x (dy) x (1) Wb where 1 = armature length (m), 

If there are Z conductors/metre of armature periphery assumed 

uniformly distributed, 

Then the number of linkages with the conductors between o and y 

by the flux which crosses area l dy is (By) 1Zy dy. 

If y is divided into intervals of y, and the flux density is held 

constant during the interval, the total linkages for 2m poles and 

2a parallel paths are 

; r nyl 

Yda= 2m Z1 fo, yraefo, preref eygvare (By) ya 
Oo 

¢ 

Ni myl 

+ [ow y dy +--- + [ooo y dy. ----(4,1.) 
oO 

( m= 1)y1 

“pda = 2m Zl ys [ (By,) +3 (By) + 5 (Byg) + oe ~ (n-1)”) (Byn) 

2a oe | 

> ; }wWb 
+(Bly,) + 3(B_y»)+ ---Hm" - (m’-1)°)(B yni)|turns 
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The results for a wide range of values of i, and i 

were calculated by adding to the program described in section 

4,2.2. as follows :- 

ee 
|B |B | where B is the 

' 

| By| 
| aal y| 

matrix defined by 

the terms in 

equation 4,1, 

These results were added to the contribution from the 

quadrature- axis pole face flux- linkages to give the total armature 

flux linkages Was Pita, ip) (FIG, 4.5.). The contribution from 

this source was found by noting the fact that the quadrature- axis 

pole turns link the armature turns in opposite senses, 
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4.4 Effect of Commutation 
  

The process of commutation, when a machine is 

operating under steady-state conditions, is adequately 

explained in current literature fe. Sc Aen, £98) 

However under transient operating conditions the 

quadrature- axis current (ia) is changing as well as the 

normal change that must take place as the conductor current 

reverses polarity. This condition is not readily amenable 

to exact analysis due to the vast amount of data required 

for different values of i and REP Fg: 

The direct- axis flux will be effected by commutation 

due to the additional m. m. f. produced in the direct-axis 

by the combined effects of currents in the coils short-circuited 

by the brushes. This 2 7 depends on the shape of the 
17 

current reversal curve and can be calculated if this curve 

is known over the necessary range of quadrature-axis current, 

The general effect of the short-circuit currents produced 

during commutation was considered to change the m, m.f. 

distribution at the direct-axis pole tips, which affects the 

characteristics described in sections 4. 2 and 4.3. by virtue 

of the change in FIG, 4. 2. 
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4,5. TIME DELAY INTRODUCED BY EDDY CURRENTS. 
  

Various authors have postulated that the delay imposed 

by eddy currents on the build up of flux in an iron core due io 

impact excitation can be allowed for by treating the main magnetis- 

(18) 
ing winding as having a short circuited turn 

1 
ed to a short circuited Winaihie: 2 

, or as being coupl- 

The delay introduced by the short circuit is then added 

directly to the delay imposed by the main winding. 

If such an approach is adopted, then consideration of 

FIG, 2.7. will show that v=iRt+ py is an equation which applies 

to the flux linkages produced in both the direct and quadrature axis. 

If this equation is converted into a form in which the 

time delay due to eddy currents can be included then 

v= iR+(i+ T¢kR) py 

where k = incremental slope A/Wbturn 

R = resistance of the main winding 

Tdé= measured time delay. 

Applying the above expression to a number of measured | 

values of Téq, the factor TékR was found to lie between 0.05 and 

0.4 for various levels of ip and in: 

When the same method was used for the measured 

values of Téq, the factor TéqkR was found to be considerably 

greater than unity. A typical curve is shown in FIG, 4.6; the 

result was obtained by evaluating Téq for a number of steady-state 

levels as typified by FIG. 3.17. 

It should be noted that even if the average value of T¢ does 

not change appreciably, the factor TAkR must change for different 

steady-state levels.
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It will be seen that the relationships between some 

of the variables are not readily obtained without a 

considerable number of calculations. However these 

calculations were deemed to be necessary in order to 

express the interelated system variables with sufficient 

accuracy for simulation purposes. 

The next chapter deals with the method of system simulation, 

 



  

CHAPTER 5. 

SYSTEM SIMULATION, 
  

5a Imtroaductlon. 

  

5.2. Non-linear functions. 
  

5.2.1. Single valued functions of a single variable, 

5.2.2, Single valued functions of two variables, 

5,2.2.1. General method. 3 

5.2.2.2. Alternative method of representation, 

5.3. Method of integration. 
  

5.3.1. Integration routine. 
  

5.3.2, Integrator program, 
  

5.4. Formulation of computer program, 
  

5.4.1. Outline of program for block diagram (Fig. 2, 7). 

5.4.2. Data for program, 
  

5.5. Results from simulation, 

 



    

‘CHAPTER 5. 

SYSTEM SIMULATION 
  

5. 1 Introduction 

The technique required to predict the performance 

of the system reliessubstantially on the mode of formulating 

the system equations, The block diagram (FIG, 2, 7) 

consists of a set of first order non-linear differential 

equations which can be solved by integration, Two of 

the most important steps in deciding the method of solution 

are (a) the method of describing the non-linear functions 

and (b) the method of integration, 
\ 

The complexity of the non-linear relationships between 

the variables ruled out the use of an analogue computor and 

therefore simulation was based on numerical solution by 
20 

digital computor, i20) 

5,2 Non-linear functions   

The non-linear functions defined in chapters 3 and 4 

fall into two categories :- 

(i) Single valued functions of a single variable, 

such as Fig. 3.13. 

and (ii) Single valued functions of two variables, such as 

Fig. 4.2.



  

It was found that these functions required considerable 

computation time and therefore a large number of 

ordinates were used so that straight line interpolation 

could be used to keep the program size down to a minimum, 

All the functions were considered to be symmetrical 

about zero and the modulus of the independent variable was 

used to compute the required value. The sign of this value 

was then fixed after calculation. 

5.2.1, Single valued functions of a single variable, 
  

As an example the curve defined in Fig, 3,13 will be 
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The independent variable w was split into intervals 

of 6 such that the nth interval defined ordinate t,(»). 

If it is required to find t{r) at wy then h, = WEd. % 28 ye of 

ordinates to wr. 

hy = Integer part of hy 

h, ~ hy =h 

tan@ = t (n+1)- t,() 
Sar ae 

oe 4 ty.) + Bian 9 

For convenience 6 was made equal to unity such that 

tf) = [t(nt1) - ty(n)] bh + t(n) 

For programing purposes the calculation was split into 

simple steps using the following flow chart shown in FIG, 5. 2. 

Examples of the actual computer program are given in appendix 8.2. 

under the general title NLI1, 
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It can be noted from the above that if the number of 

ordinates chosen is large then the accuracy of the prediction 

will consequently increase, From which it follows that if 

there are abrupt changes in the characteristic the number of 

ordinates may have to be increased to obtain stable calculations, 

In some cases it was found necessary to change the 

value of 6 during the calculation for certain characteristics 

in order to improve computation time or accuracy, 

5.2.2 Single valued functions of two variables, 

0.2.2.1, General Method. 

As an example the curve defined in Fig. 4.3 is employed. 
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The calculation is based on the previous section for 

the function of a single variable except that it must be 

performed three times, The technique employed therefore 

was to calculate ATf, and ATs, for given values of By and 

i, and Le to find AT4(,) at ig¢p) and Bo(r)- 

The method is illustrated in the flow diagram (Fig. 5, 4) 

where each axis of Fig, 5,3 has been split into an equalnumber of 

ordinates and the array has been labdled K2 (Rows (R), 

COLUMNS (C) ). 

For examples of the actual program, see appendix 8, 3 under 

general title NL2. 

The technique described in this section and section 5.2.1. 

was used to express all non linear functions defined by FIG, 2. 7. 

However other alternatives were also considered, 
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5.2.2.2. Alternative method of representation, 
  

The equation which most simply represents the 

magnetisation characteristic, FIG, 4.3. is Froelich's 

equation 
i bo “noes ,» where coefficients q and u   

are constants which can be calculated for a given value of i. 

When these coefficients were evaluated, the resultant 

expression 

Py 

s 0.77 
10 °x(8.3 +0.575 ig |) ig 
  Wb/pole 
0.19 #0, 039 i, + i, 

gave quite good results when the flux changes were restricted 

to levels of dg > 2.0 mWb. 

A further alternative method would be to use curve 

fitting techniques to find the best polynominal equation to satisfy 

by = f(ig) for each constant value of ig. Then linear interpolation 

could be used between curves, 

Both of the above alternatives have some advantage, 

over the storage of large arrays, with respect to reduction in 

calculation time and storage space. 

5.2.2.3. Interaction between non-linear functions. 
  

In treating the non-linear relationships, represented 

by FIGS. 4.3., and 4.5., in the manner indicated, it is clear 

that prediction of the new value of ig depends upon knowing ig 

and bg: Similarly, therefore, the prediction of ig depends 

 



  

upon known values of ig and “\ a. Clearly, this situation leads 

to an unstable numerical calculation, unless past values of i, 

are used to predict the expected value, of ig, which with by known, 

also based on past values, will enable the new value of if to be 

calculated. 

To achieve the necessary degree of prediction a routine 

of the forei fl. (r419) = tie) eT ei Tt ee ee 
L2 

where T is the sampling internal, was used to predict the expected 

value of the required variable (i.e. ig). 

By calculating the gradient, based on past values, and 

ignoring derivatives of higher order than second, then 

Xr+] = x, +k (1.5 xy - 2Xp1+0.5x, 4) 

where k was taken as a weighting factor to enable partial prediction 

of Xr+y . 

Prediction was then advanced by assigning Xp 1 2S Xp, 

and Xp_9 as x Tl 
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5,3 Method of integration, 
  

    

\ 

In analogue computors the process of integration is 

continuous and may be performed in a reasonably short 

space of time, However when such an operation is performed 

on a digital computor it is necessary to use an integration 

routine which will calculate the input and output of the integator 

at discrete sampling intervals, 

' Even with very fast digital computors the time of 

computation may be considerable, especially since it is 

desirable to keep the errors introduced by the integration 

routine toa minimum, In other words the error incurred at 

one step propagates in later steps and produces an unstable 

calculation, 

Therefore a routine is required which will be reasonably 

accurate and yet perform the operation in reasonable time, 

(20) 
One of the simplest methods is to predict the input 

value of each integrator at the next sampling point based on 

past values, The new value of the output of each integrator 

can then be used to find the corrected input value which is 

used for the next prediction,
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This method was found to be reasonably accurate 

provided the sampling time interval was kept to a value 

consistent with any sudden change in integrator input, 

Other wictt sas’? los course exist which are similar 

to the one chosen but an assessment of the best method 

for this particular problem was not undertaken, 

5,3.1 INTEGRATION ROUTINE, 

If the input to an integrator is x(t) and it is sampled 

at points separated by time interval T, then the rth output 

sample is 
Pe 

I(rT) = il x(t)dt, 

‘ce 4 28 = integrator time constant, 

A forward integration routine may be used to predict 

1[ (r+1)T | by extra polating x(t) beyond rT to (r+1)T based 

on past values, 

x(t) | 

         TIME 
fea   

(r-2)T (r- iT 

 



  
    

hae 

If I ((r+i)T | -irty=7 | tx05 76" * ste (ey) 
“\ amino, 

L 2 

and xy+¢ 1 is extrapolated from the expression 

Seis 3 Xp - 3Xp— 4 + Xe Qs Renn en (5,2) 

then r[( rT] = I(rT) i [eee 1,4 Xpoy +005 x,_ 1 ene (5,: 

by combining equations (5,1) and (5, 2), 

Equation (5, 2) being chosen as a reasonable compromise 

based on starting procedure and frequency response, (20) 

The starting procedure must be considered in choosing a method 

of extrapolation due to the fact that no past values exist, 

  9.3.2 INTEGRATOR PROGRAM 

Since the integration routine described in the last 

section was used for all integrations ,the integrators were 

numbered from 1 to N such that equation (5.3) was assigned 

the form 

c iz 
I(N) [vr] = I(N)(rT) *-S(N) E x(N) - 1, 5x(N) 4 ae 

0; Sain | eae (5, 

Integration was then advanced by following the 

procedure that x(N)r.1 becomes x(N),. 

and x(N)»_9 becomes x(N)r_4
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Integration errors were reduced to a minimum by keeping the 

sampling interval small, and printing out only a fraction of the 

total calculations. The choice of sampling interval was based 

on the percentage error produced when comparing the results 

obtained from the exact solution of a linear equation, with the 

solution of the same equation using numerical integration. 

It was also found useful to program for a change in 

T such that when only slow changes were taking place the 

calculation time could be improved. 

0.4. Formulation of Computer Program, 
  

The construction of a particular program was based 
Be y 

_ Belo the programming on the block diagram using Fortran 4 

language. The choice of Fortran being determined so the best 

method available using a PDP9 computer. 

5.4.1. Outline of program for block diagram (FIG, 2. 7).   

The program was devised such that the integration routine 

formed the main program, then the subroutine simulating the | 

machine performance could be called to calculate the new integrator 

inputs. 

The machine subroutine itself was employed to call 

subroutines NL1 and NL2 as well as subroutines containing new 

data. 
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The complete flow diagrams for the main program 

and the machine subroutine are shown in FIG, 5.6. and FIG. 5. 7. 

respectively. The terms jump and control were used as start 

and stop instructions, Thus enabling data or titles to be read 

or printed once, or as required. 

The actual computer programs appear in appendix. 8, 4. 2. 

5.5. Results from analysis. 
  

Employing the initial conditions which gave rise to 

the measured results tabulated in Tables 3.1. - 3.7., the 

machine performance was predicted from the mathematical model 

and the results are shown, together with the measured result in 

FIGS. 5.8. - 5.14. 

The predicted results compare favourably with the 

measured results in so far as general behaviour of the main 

variables is concerned. Even when comparatively heavy sparking 

occurred at the commutator brushes, by reduction of the quadrature © 

axis pole flux, the transient performance could still be predicted 

with reasonable accuracy without knowing the values of the short 

circuit currents produced by the brushes. This is because the 

change in m.m.f. at the pole tips does not produce a significant 

change in the characteristics represented by FIGS. 4.3. and 4.5. 
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The method of simulation and hence the prediction 

of system performance was made possible by the following :- 

1) Adopting the mathematical model shown in FIG, 2. 7. 

2) Use of a numerical sampling process for prediction of 

new values of the variables and for integration. 

3) Linear interpolation between points in two dimensional 

and three dimensional arrays. 

4) Eliminating numerically unstable calculations by employing 

predictive methods or small step lengths between calculations. 

The non-linear relations described to be of type NLI1 

were read as arrays with sufficient elements to allow acceptable 

accuracy for linear interpolation. This also applied to non- 

linear relations of type NL2 except that a two dimensional array 

of about 300 points was required. 

Using the model as a system to be controlled, the 

next chapter deals with a method of controlling the transient 

performance,
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CHAPTER 6. 
  

CONTROL STRATEGY TO PRODUCE A GIVEN PERFORMANCE, 

6.1. Introduction. 
a   

The system to be controlled was taken to be the 

mathematical model of the machine, 

The overall control objective was to demand a 

given transient speed response w(t)Then controleffort was to be 

predicted such that the speed attained should give minimum 

deviation from the desired speed characteristic. The deviation 

in speed was treated as the index of performance, and the 

control strategy required to minimise this index was taken to be 

the optimum, 

The specific methodsemployed for optimisation, of 

which there are many, vary in@gree of sophistication and rigor, 

The most important available for non-linear systems are hill 

(24) (25) 
climbing methods and dynamic programming . A comparison 

of methods for discrete and continuous systems is given in the 

(eg. 26) 
literature, and the conclusion, generally, is that hill 

climbing methods are usually better except in the simplest problems, 

(27, p. 288) 
Gradient methods form the basis of most 

climbing procedures and they have the inherent advantage of avoiding 

saddle mole P. ones In most engineering problems the 

gradient is relatively easy to measure but the disadvantage of the 

method is that convergence can be slow. Despite this disadvantage
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it was decided to adopt a gradient method because a result 

could be obtained. Particularly as approximate location of 

the optimum could be forecast from engineering knowledge 

of the system. 

6.2. Review of steepest descent method, 
  

The method assesses slopes in different directions 

"steepest'' direction. and takes steps of chosen length in the 

The index of performance (A) is considered to be a 

surface in control parameter space and successive parameter 

changes are made proportional to the gradient of ( (Ve ). 

The method requires that P be reduced after each step of the 

procedure. p (4K p 'v)s 

YP defines the direction in which a given magnitude change in 

control parameter vector y is most effective in improving 5 over 

discrete changes. As the elements of VP were not Pseticnally 

available; a change was made in one value of control parameter 

in y, with all other values of y held constant, andthe corresp- 

onding change in p calculated. This calculation was repeated 

for all other values of y to enable Vp to be determined. From the 

result the new value of y, yr, = Yr - Sxdp was determined. 

Where s is the magnitude of the step size 

yr is the present value of y 

d, is the direction vector which establishes the extent, 

in terms of the various values of y, to which s is 

apportioned. 

The method of steepest descent adopted was to choose
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i b d th dicted val if » with d = z a step size based on the predicted value o Pf wi . Vp. 

A typical trial run therefore consisted of ope rating 

the system, represented by the model, over a given period 

with certain initial conditions to calculate the value of f on 

trial change in initial conditions was then made to estimate 

VP for each value of y, and corrective adjustments in y made 

proportional to Vp . The process was repeated until a 

sufficiently low value of - had been reached. 

6.3. Computor program to realise steepest descent calculations. 
  

The program was based on the flow chart proposed by 

Deicke 

The control parameter state y,, was adjusted to minimise 

the value PLP , and the notation used to specify the adjustment 

is shown below. 

Ayr 

6 yr 

6 fp 

6 Pa 

Pe 

Control of s was based on the assumption that the P 

test perturbation in yy 

corrective adjustment in yy 

predicted change in # due to by. 

actual change in ( due to dyy 

change in Pp due to Ayr 

surface, near to the test point, could be considered as a plane. 

This assumption is valid only if Ay, is made sufficiently small. 

By computing at each step adjustment Ap = VprXébyr, 

where Vpr = 6Ar/Ayr, and comparing with the actual change 

ie Aalprediced by 6yr=- s xV/Pr a decision was made about
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whether adjustment ins was necessary. 

If the ratio (6A, - 6 Pa)/ bPa differed by:- 

(a) more than 50% s was reduced 

(b) more than 20% s was kept fixed 

(c) less than 20% s was increased. 

Control parameter state was then incremented after 

appropriate adjustment ofthe step length and the procedure 

repeated. 

A flow chart of the computor program is shown in 

Pia, 6 1; 

The initial control state was read in as Xo(M) together 

with A y and a stopping condition, Present values of y were 

retained as ¥Y(M) while predicted changes in y were made equal 

to X(M). When step length adjustments had been finalised y was 

updated by putting Y/(M) = X(M). 

Constraints were allowed for by fixingthe max. value of y. If 

this value was exceeded, y was reduced by a small amount and 

allowed to climb back to its maximum value. In this way, ata 

later state, a reduction in y could be made if required. 

The steps in computation were as follows :- 

1) Control parameter y,, was set to Xp, and program 

count signified by J being set to zero. 

2) P (yr) was calculated. 

3) p (yp + AY,) was calculated to find Ve *
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ba} 

4) p PUY yp), s and ZV" were printed out. 

5) If next stage was not called éy, and SAp were 

computed, 

6) A new control parameter yy; = yp + é6yr was used 

to compute o i.) 

7) of. was then found and if an improvement had been 

achieved, J was set to one. 

8) Otherwise s was reduced and the process repeated 

from 5). 

9) The step length s was then adjusted depending upon 

the degree of accuracy of the prediction. 

10) The process was then repeated from 1). 

6.4. Application of steepest descent to the system. 
  

The control strategy required to produce the desired 

transient speed response will clearly be time varying. There- 

fore if the control interval is divided into, for example, ten 

equal stages and adjustment of two control input states is required. 

Then the problem of evaluating the optimum policy involves a 

decision process intwenty dimensions. It was necessary to 

reduce the number of dimensions in order to cut down computing 

time. This can be done by optimising over one stage before 

moving onto the next. But for this to be correct the interaction 

between stages must be small. Otherwise a decision taken at an 

earlier stage may influence the result at a later stage. 

Reference to FIG, 6.2. will show that, if the model is 

used to calculate the actual trajectory over a given stage, the 

error can be evaluated, In fact the mean squared error was
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calculated over the period tj to t, and used as a measure of p : 
2 

The mean square error was chosen because it penalises large 

errors and hence produces an increase in Vp ; with consequent 

faster convergence, It also has a well established minimum by 

virtue of its second order nature, 

In general, therefore, the system control input function 

combination which extremalised an assigned index of performance 

fp was desired. This was obtained computationally by using 

the extremum search program, described in section 6.3., to 

converge to the appropriate minima, 

6.5, Interaction between stages.. 
  

Control was afforded by variation of the control input 

voltages v¢ and vg, the field and armature voltages respectively. 

Since these control inputs are time varying it was decided to 

compute the response for fixed values of vy and v, for each stage. 

These control inputs were then adjusted over the 

fractional period of the transient response (one stage), until 

the desired response was obtained for that period. This process 

was repeated for further stages until the best fit was obtained. 

In an attempt to reduce interaction between stages, 

each stage was divided into two parts. The control inputs vr 

and vg were assigned two values, one each for the first half 

period of the stage and two new values for the second half 

period of the stage. FIG, 6.3. illustrates the arrangement with 

the control inputs taking four values to be adjusted for the 

minimisation of fp 5
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‘Transfer to the next stage was made only when the 

gradient had reached an acceptably low value, Then the new 

stage was started with initial conditions as for the mid point 

of the previous stage. 

6.6. Computor program to realise control strategy. 
  

A computor program was formulated to enable the 

following calculations :- 

1) Evaluation of the transient response of the model 

over the period t, to to, with given initial conditions 

w, ig and Bos for vg and vy. 

2) Calculation of the mean squared error between the 

desired trajectory and actual trajectory over the 

same period. 

3) Repeat of 1) and 2) for new values of vg and Vp as 

predicted by extremum search. 

4) The process was repeated until a sufficiently close 

fit with the desired trajectory was obtained. 

The flow diagram for this program is shown in FIG, 6. 4. 

and should be read in conjunction with FIG, 6.1. 

6.7. Choice of desired trajectory. 
    The desired trajectory was chosen from the point of 

view that the speed of the machine was to follow a prescribed 

variation. The main reason for this approach was based ona 

number of practical observations. Industrial applications 

exist where practical limits impose conditions such that direct, 

or related, reference to the speed-time curve is required.
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Examples include traction, mine winding and steel mill 

controls, where acceleration and deceleration are of 

prime concern when considering a method of control. 

The curves showing the results indicate the 

desired trajectory chosen and the control strategy necessary 

to attain it. Clearly when dealing with a continuous process 

the number of stages n should be as large as possible to 

obtain reasonable accuracy of analysis. When the control 

interval was split into time intervals of 0.025 sec reas- 

onably accurate prediction was possible. 

6.8. Results. 

The results obtained are shown in FIGS, 6.5-6.10., 

and they include the desired trajectory, the control strategy 

and the actual speed predicted from the model. All results 

were checked separately, by calculating w(t) using the control 

strategy predicted, and in all cases conformed to the desired 

characteristic. 

One point worth noting is that control must be continued 

well after w(t) has reached its desired level, because other 

state variables have not reached their steady state values, 

Another point is that interaction between stages is 

fairly small, which indicates that the decision process may be 

reduced to two variables without appreciable loss of overall 

accuracy. 

The results shown in FIG, 639,indicate that when the 

system is required to follow a function of SIN t that initially the 
‘
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acceleration required demands large control voltages. But over 

. the next stage this voltage has to be reduced drastically because 

acceleration becomes greater than required, 

6.9. Errors encountered in the prediction process, 
  

The curve shown in FIG, 6.llis included to show how the 

function Var’ fluctuates during the process of predicting a reduction 

hala 

Results were taken from a typical stage where the initial step 

length chosen was too small. The errors encountered here are those 

produced by evaluation of data representing non-linear functions and 

the round-off error introduced by numerical integration. Therefore 

the limits that determine the termination of the search must be chosen 

with reference to more than one factor, For example very small 

changes in control voltage may be a guide, if the value of is 

acceptably small, and from a knowledge of the model it is known that 

small changes in control voltage produce virtually no change in speed 

characteristic. 

6.10. Summary 

This chapter outlines the method adopted to derive the control 

strategy required to produce a desired transient response. 

The results show the feasability of splitting a desired transient 

characteristic into a number of stages and predicting the control 

strategy required for one stage separately. This has the considerable 

advantage of reducing the extremum search to comparatively few 

dimensions. 

The next chapter summarises and concludes the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
  

Object of research 
  

The objectives under consideration were :- 

To examine the validity of the assumptions associated 

with linear theory. 

To represent a single-axis d.c. machine as a control system 

element by evolving a mathematical model based on new 

assumptions. 

To undertake measurements of transient performance on 

the machine at widely different initial conditions. 

To analyse the results of measurements and where necessary 

predict the form of the parameters not directly measurable. 

To simulate the performance of the machine by treating the 

mathematical model as a multivariable non-linear interacting 

control system. 

To correlate the measurements of the variables with those 

predicted by simulation. 

To evolve a method of predicting the control strategy. 

The above list represents the order in which the 

work was carried out and has been described in chapters 1 to 6 of 

the thesis. 
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The original work may be identified with the 

development of, 1) an adequate model to predict the transient 

characteristic of a saturated single-axis d.c. machine, and 

2) a method of predicting the control strategy to produce a desired 

transient response. 

7.2. Discussion on the method adopted to deal with cross- 
  

    

axis interference. 

As soon as the presence of saturation in a machine is 

acknowledged, it follows that the flux produced on both the direct- 

axis and quadrature-axis will be subject to cross-axis interference. 

(29) 
That this interference must be considered is amply demonstrated 

by the reduction in direct-axis flux, due to ig, shown in FIGS, 5, 11.- 

a. 14, 

The method of predicting this interference was to employ the 

measured magnetisation characteristic at various points in the air- 

gap and to compute the flux density at each point by assuming a fixed 

concentration of M, M.F, at each slot. The flux linkages in the 

direct- axis were then deduced as a function of quadrature- axis 

current . The corresponding relation in the quadrature-axis was 

found by using the same calculation to derive the flux- linkages adjacent 

to the direct- axis pole face and then adding this contribution to the 

quadrature- axis poles, 

Alternative methods which have been used consist of treating 

the magnetic circuit as a field problem having certain boundary 

conditions, (30, 31) or deducing the interference on the direct-axis 

(29) only for limited forcing’.
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os ghee @ 1 Some of the methods suggested would probably 

(16) 
ey 

produce a more accurate result than the method adopted 

but with a considerable increase in computing time. However, 

research has shown that greater accuracy need only be demanded 

if other relationships can be expressed with similar accuracy. 

Under transient conditions eddy currents effect the flux 

distribution and hence the change in flux in both the main pole and 

the commutating pole. Therefore these currents will produce a change 

from the steady-state results obtained by either method. 

7.3. Discussion on the treatment of eddy currents 
  

7.3.1. The effect of eddy currents on flux changes 
  

The time lag produced by eddy currents was deduced by 

measuring the average time delay encountered in flux build-up for 

different initial conditions. 

Allowance was made for this delay by changing the time 

constant of the appropriate integrator when computing the flux 

linkages a and W’,. This method must be regarded as a rather 

crude approximation since it treats the eddy currents as being 

(18) 
equivalent to a short-circuited turn, which enables the new 

equivalent turns to be recalculated from Td and Tq: 

The allowance with respect to Vr which is associated 

with a laminated circuit was comparatively small. But, the change 

with respect ‘oar a Was considerable due to the solid iron commutating 

pole, 

Consideration of the results of section 3.3.2.2. and 

FIG, 4.6, will show that a family of curves would most likely be 

required to simulate the changing time constant more precisely.
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The only justification for maintaining an approximate relation was that 

when changes, of the order of 10%, in slope and magnitude were tried 

during simulation, it produced only very small changes in the pre- 

dicted values of ig, $q and wu. 

It appears that very little work has been done on the tran- 

sient behaviour of flux in the presence of eddy currents, except 

(32) 
under no load conditions. 

7.3.2. The effect of eddy-currents on rg. 

The measurements described in section 3.3.1.5. 

indicate the considerable variation in r, as a function of speed 

(6. g..14, pel te, 11) ave discussed and current. Various authors 

this relationship in terms of eddy currents or commutation and some 

have illustrated that the effective resistance is somewhat greater 

than the standstill value. 

However, separation of the amount by which the resistance 

is increased due to eddy currents and that due to chattering of the 

brushes makes any predicted value of rg open to considerable error. 

7.4. Method of simulation of machine performance, 
  

The results obtained by numerical analysis confirm that 

the non-linear equations, presented by the model, can be solved 

with sufficient engineering accuracy to justify the approach. 

Unfortunately analysis of this type produces a number of problems 

that are not readily solved. Such problems include the choice of the 

method of integration and step length, and estimation of errors. 

The method of integration was chosen as being easy to apply and 
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had the virtue that the prediction and starting routine was based on 

(20) frequency response. Various tests were carried out on different 

systems of equations both linear and non-linear to justify the method 

used, These tests revealed that provided the step length was chosen 

with respect to the smallest time constant and the maximum rate of 

change of any non-linear function, then acceptable accuracy could be 

achieved. Accuracy had to be checked in the non-linear case by 

comparison with known results, This is because no practical estimate 

of the error is possible, In fact it has been suggested’? that the only 

means of checking the solution of non-linear differential equations is 

to substitute the computed values back into the original equations. 

A number of the routines that were used for calculation 

could have been made to produce more accurate results by developing 

prediction correction sub- routines to choose the step length. However 

all the work was carried out on a computor with an 8K store, which 

proved to be a limit to the production of the "ultimate" program. 

It should also be borne in mind that the approximations 

employed to express some of the varying parameters of the model 

will produce errors, perhaps of more significance, than those intro- 

duced by computation. 

7.5. Discussion on prediction of control strategy. 
  

Consideration of the introductory comments in chapter 6 

will indicate that the subject of optimisation by extremum search 

techniques is a large and expanding one. Therefore the choice of 

method adopted for a particular system presents a problem similar 

to that posed in choosing a method of numerical integration. 

The choice, as far as this problem was concerned, was 

based on the principle that the search should be restricted in dimen- 
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sion. So that during the development stages of establishing 

the search technique it was decided to try a straight forward 

gradient method. The idea being that step length adjustment 

methods could be tried when it became necessary to speed up 

convergence, But it was found that useful results could be obtained 

in reasonable computing time without refining the method used for 

adjusting the step length. On some stages no change in s was 

required at all, but on others considerable adjustments were 

required. By printing out results after a given number of iterations 

the trend can be assessed and on-line adjustments initiated to 

speed convergence. This of course is only possible if the process 

dynamics are predictable with reasonable certainty. 

Perhaps the most common method of speeding convergence 

(27, p. 323) 
is to employ curvature estimating methods, 

For most engineering applications of this type an upper 

and lower limit of deviation in speed over a given stage would 

probably permit the number of stages to be reduced. But this limit 

would have to be chosen carefully otherwise violent fluctuations in 

control effort would be required between stages. 

The final comment also applies if the deviation in the 

speed from the desired is specified to be very small. 

Constraints were applied by limiting the maximum control 

input. But these limits only applied for a limited range because the 

model parameters were chosen to constrain the state variables to 

values within the extremes measured on the actual machine under 

test. In other words it was considered that the machine was tested 

under maximum, or near maximum, forcing conditions, and any 

attempt to exceed those limits would drive the calculations beyond
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the data limits available. 

One way of treating constraints in a system of this 

type is to apply them directly to the model. Allowance can 

then be made in the hill climbing routine by adjusting the limits 

on performance measure. Flexibility of control can also be 

improved by adjustment of other parameters (e.g. rr) whena 

maximum input voltage level is reached. 

7.6. General Comments. 
  

The importance of modelling in automatic control is an 

accepted fact, because it is a means of filling existing gaps between 

theory and practice. From the first assessment of the problem the 

use of first principles, followed by measurement, together with an 

early introduction of the digital computor seemed the better course. 

The method of analysis is applicable to most machines 

of similar configuration if machine design data is available. However 

certain parameters, such as r, and T¢ , would have to be estimated. 

Tests were conducted on two other machines to verify that the same 

trends, with respect to ba i, and w, occurred, although detailed 

analysis was not undertaken, 

The prediction of the control strategy should be regarded as 

the first step in designing the optimum controller for a closed-loop 

control configuration. Disturbances in the form of load torque can be 

built into the model and the appropriate strategy obtained. 

Therefore the controller would store the optimum control 

strategy fora number of desired steady state speeds. The optimum 

trajectory would also be stored for comparison with the actual
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trajectory such that any deviation could be corrected by transfer 

to the correct strategy. This may involve transfer to a neighbouring 

optimum strategy if any constraints are violated. 

7.7. Suggestions for further work. 
  

Improvement of the model would probably result if 

comparison with results from other machines were obtained, and 

also if some of the cruder assumptions, mentioned earlier, were 

refined. 

Numerical integration is a time consuming process which 

could be eliminated by adopting a hybrid computing arrangement, Then 

integration would be performed on an analogue machine and non-linear 

calculations on the digital machine, This would lead to a considerable 

reduction in computation time. 

An automatic method of speeding convergence to the 

optimum in the hill climbing procedure could be developed. 

Considerable practical work on the design of optimum 

controllers for specific applications remains to be done.
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The main contributions of this thesis are : 
1) The development of a new model for the d.c. motor that is superior, 
in simulation studies, to any model available hitherto. 
2) A new computer program based on this model, that readily predicts 
the transient performance of d.c. machines in traction and similar 
applications. 
3) A computer program, which could be used with limited storage space, 
for predicting the time optimal control strategy for d.c. motor speed 
control, 
These contributions can be applied as follows : 
1) The model is a general design contribution for any industrial or 
military system incorporating d.c. machines, The analyses on which 
this model was derived may also prove of value in establishing new 
concepts of d.c. machine design; i.e., choice of flux level, pole shape, 
laminated regions, class of insulation and additional windings, 
2) The transient performance prediction program has been requested 
by the University of Bristol for their traction studies; and could be of 
equal value to other institutions investigating other applications of d.c, 
machines, 
3) There seems to be no fundamental reason why the method developed 
for predicting the optimal control strategy should not be applied to the 
control of industrial plant such as rolling mills. Then if an adequate 
model of the rolling process is used it might be possible to maintain 
correct strip thickness during the accelerating and decelerating periods 
where rolling conditions, and hence control requirements, are changing 
continuously. ; 
4) The computer program used for the prediction of control strategies 
was developed ona PDP 9 computer; which is typical of the low-priced 
limited storage computers becoming increasingly available for 
industrial control applications. For instance these methods could be 
economically feasible in mine hoists, missile controls, traction and 
similar applications where digital computing facilities are readily 
available. Where computing facilities are absent the predicted control 
strategies could be used for the design of conventional control hardware, 
These strategies could be particularly valuable when it is desired to 
obtain maximum performance from an existing system, i.e.: uprating 
the transient performance of an existing drive, 
In some circumstances, where utmost exploitation of machine capacity 
is not a prime factor, these concepts will not make too valuable a 
contribution, A typical example is an industrial system where the cost 
of oversized (i.e.: underated) machines can be used. However, where 
maximisation of machine effort is a criterion, these concepts will be of 
value. 
5) The modelling and simulation techniques that have been adopted are 
being used to investigate currently unexplored problems, such as the 
transient performance of eddy current couplings,
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8°@ APPENDICES 

COMPUTOR PROGRAMS 
  

Sel AVERAGE FLUX CALCULATIONS (SEE PAGE 74) 
  

C CALCULATE FLUX DENSITY - FLUX LINKAGES = TITLE FLUX 
INTEGER MsIsJsNsR 

REAL. F CS0 13:BA(5 40 5BBC54)sBEC54)5TACTI> 2 CT SATE CIO. 
LATF >» TA»sDBsDIAs As Bs Cs Ds Es Gs Hs P2067) 5FAVs BAV 

COMMON/PZ/ATT>» BAs BBs BCs Fs Js BAV 

READ (C3291900) CF (M)sM=1916) 

READ (35191) CTACM)sM=157) 

READ C39 102) CBACM) 5M=1554) 

READ C359103) (BB(M)sM=1554) 

READ C329 1@4) (BC (M)sM=1554) 

READ C35 195) ATF2DIA 

DOS ats t] 

DO @ N=1914 

DO oS 1397 

ATT CJI=DIA*¥TACJ)+ATF 
CALL NLIACP>1) 

Zi JSP 

3 CONTINUE 

BAV= 6201 9*Z02)4+Z (3942 0€4)+Z65)4Z 66 42067) )/7-G 
CALL NLIACFAV.s2) 

DO cA R= 15 7 

4 QCRI=ZCRI-BAY 
IF €CQ€3)e¢GTe¢%-eH)IGOTO 5S 

IF (©9063) e¢EQe¢MeG)IGOTO 6 
IF €€Q04)-¢GTeH-G) -AND- (063) eLT+%eG))IGOTO 7 

IF (CQC4)e¢EQ+¢%-eH)GOTO & 

> A=3-9 

B=1e-9 

C=1+0 

D=3e9 

B=5¢9 

H=7 e 

G=9-eD 

GOTO. 9 

6 A=4e9 : 

B=2 eG ‘s 

C=9 9 

D=2-9 

E=4e9 

H=6e9 

G=6e9 

GOTO 9
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$e1 CONTINUED. 

7 A=5e 

B=3e% 

C=109 
D=1e% 

E=3e 

H=5e9 

G=7-9 

GOTO 

8 A=6 ef 

B=4e 

C=2 0% 

D=6H ef 

E=2¢0 

H=4e( 

G=6 «9 

7 AFL=CA*ABS(9€1))4+B*ABS (O02) )+C#*ABS(QC63) 2+D#ABSCQC4) D+ 
1E*ABS (O65 ))+H*¥ABS(Q(6))4+G*ABS(O(7))) 

IA=DIA 

WRITE €25104) IAs FAVsAFL 

DIA=DIA+5 eG 

2 CONTINUE 

ATF=ATF +454 -G 

1 CONTINUE 

190 FORMAT C8F5e) 

191 FORMAT C7F7 +9) 

192 FORMAT C9F 929) 

103 FORMAT C9OF 9-9) 

194 FORMAT COF 964) 

105 FORMAT C2F 409) 

STOP 

END    
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6e2 SINGLE VALUED FUNCTIONS OF A SINGLE VARIABLE, 

GENERAL TPTLE — .NLI CSER PAGE 84): 
  

SUBROUTINE NL11F (Cs K) 

C DATE 2672/69 

INTEGER H25Ks STAGES NC4)3Z,POINTS Ps J 

REAL HisH3s TIMEs Bl» 163)2CsI0063)59K1016)sK6C039)sAl» 

1 ACS) s1TIM(3)53B05)5XC4)5 Ss OL DX! (3)s OL DXS CSS NEWT 

2 YC4)sDROC4)2R0 

COMMON POINTs Is TIME» As 10s Xs STAGES N» Bs ITIMs OLDX1 5 

1 OLDX2aNEWTs Zs ROs Ss Ps Js Yo DROS K15K6 

IF C(KeEQe¢2)G0TO 3 

mGOLO A 

3 A1l=101) 

B1=G+2 

GOTO.6 

4 Al=1¢3) 

Bl=Ge«l 

6 H1=ABSCA1*B1) 

H2=Hi1 

H3=H1 -AINTCH1) 

IF CKeEQ-2)C=(K1 CHE4+2)-K1 CHO4+1 2) *HB+K1I CHO+1) 

IF (Ke EQ 0¢3)C=CK6 CHE+2) -K6 CHO 41) KHB+K6 CHO +1) 

RETURN 

END 
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8«3. SINGLE VALUED FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES, 

GENERAL TITLE = “NiO CSER PAGK S62) 

SUBROUTINE: NL@IFCA1s X1isK) 

C DATE 26/72/69 

INTEGER H25C2sLsKs STAGE9NC4)59P5 JsPOINTs ZA 

REAL H12C1sH3sC39A1lsZ5sH49H59X%159K2 C61 4914)9K3069930) 5 

1 ACS) sROs ITIM(C3)25BC5)5XC4)5YC4)2DROC4)5S9K1616)> 

2 K6036)5TIME>1003)s0LDX103)s OLDX2°03)sNEWTs 1€3) 

COMMON POINT» Is TIMEs As IOs X» STAGES Ns Bs ITIMs OLDX1 5 

1 OLDX2s9NEWTs ZAs ROs Ss Ps Js Ys DROS K1 9 K69K29K3 

PAP CKS 1910s W131 

1A H1i=ABSCA1#06-2) 

CI=ABSCBC2) #299908) 

GORO? 1:2 : 

16 Hi=ABSCA1*14929) 

CI=ABSCI C2) * 46-4) 

12 H2=H1 

Ce=C1 

H3=H1-AINTCH1 ) 

Ca=61-A INTE CET) 

i DOr] L=152 

IFCKeEQe1)GOTO 4 
IF CKeEQN-2)G0TO. 5S 

4 Z=(K2CH24+25 CO4F1 -K2CHO4+15 C241) #HB4K2 CHO 41 5C241) 

GOTO 6 

> Z= (KS CHA? es Cetl=KSCHe+1> COt1)) sHStKe Chet) > G2+1) 

6 TW = 125 Jo 2 

3 H4=Z 

Ce=Catl 

GOTO 1 

2 HS5=Z 

1 CONTINUE 

X1=CHS-H4)#*C3+H4 

RETURN 

END 
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6e4 SIMULATION OF MODEL. 

6e4el READ DATA. 

C MAIN PROGRAM - READS DATA-CHECK RESPONSE=-TITLE-CHECK} 

C DATE 173/769 

1489 
192 
163 
194 
105 
167 
198 
109 

  

INTEGER NC€3)5MsSTAGESPOINTSP 
REAL ITIMC3)s510€3)5K10616)9K2C14914)9K3C095 30) 9K6(35)>5 

ITIMEs 163)5AC8)5BC65)5V1015)59V2015) sNEWKXC3) 5 OLDX1(63)5 
2K4(63)59TC15)s0LDX2(63) 
COMMON POINT» Is TIMEs As 10s STAGEs No ITIMs Bo V1 9 V2s To PsNEW Xs 
1K15K6sK2sK3s0LDX19O0LDX2sK4 
READ (331909) (NCM)sM=153) 
READ(359 192) (ACM) oM=19 8) 
READ(35193) CITIM(M)sM=19 3) 
READ (33194) C1O(M)sM=153) 
READ (331087) (V1 (M)sM=1915) 
READ (35198) (V2(M)sM=1915) 
READ (39199) (T(M)sM=1915) 
PAUSE 1 
READ(33105)¢€K1(M)sM=1915) 
CALL CHAIN(2) 
FORMATC314) 
FORMAT CSF ReG) 
FORMAT C3F 8.4) 
FORMAT C3F 8A) 
FORMAT CSF10-9) 
FORMATCSF&.9) 
FORMATCSFS8e@) 
FORMAT CSF Ge) 
STOP 
END
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Ge4e1 CONTINUED. 

C-MAIN PROGRAM-CHAIN 2 -READ DATA-TITLE-~CHECK2 

CaDATE Ay 3469 

196 

147 

198 

INTEGER NC3)sSTAGEsMsM15,POINTsP 

REAL TEIMCS) 21003) 5 Ki 6160s K2C1 4514) 5K3C9s GHOs VI C1523 

LK6C35)s TIMEs fF CB0 FACED s BCS Is 1.01 5)5NEWX CS) 5. 0EDA1 CS ).s 

2K463)5V20615)50LDX2¢03) 

COMMON POINT» Il» TIMEs As 102 STAGE» No ITIMs Bs V1sV2s Ts PeNEW Xs 

1K1sK6s9K2sK3s0LDX15OLDX2sK4 

READ (639196) CCK2 CMe M1 I>M1l=15914)59M=1213) 

READ (32197) CCK3 (MsM1)sM1=1239),M=159) 

READC32198) CK6 CM) »M=15 39) 

P=1 

CALL CHAIN(C3) 

FORMAT C14F509) 

FORMATCIGF5 eA) 

FORMATCIOF5e4) 

S1OR 

END
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G6e4e2 INTEGRATION ROUTINE CSEE PAGE 93), 

C PROGRAM - INTEGRATION ROUTINE - NON-LINEAR MODEL TITLE-INCK 
Cc 

13 

ah 

Le 

  

DATES EAS769 

INTEGER STAGEsNC3)sPOINTsP 

REAL 2 1003)sK4C3)s I TIM C305 NEWX C3)5 OL DX1PC39s OLDX2 C3). 1.0395 
1AC8)5TIMEsK1616)9K2C01 4914)9K309939)2K6035)5V1C15)>5 

CBCa) sen 529 2015) : 
COMMON POINTs Is TIMEs A» 102 STAGEs Ns ITIMs Bs V19V25 Ts PaNEWXs 

1K1sK62K29K35s0LDX1s0LDX2,K4 

GOTO(C132)5P 

STAGE=1 

POINT=6 

TIME=0 6 

DOSS" M=] 3.3 

ECM)=10:cM9 

ACaI=AC7) 

AC6)=AC8) 

CALL NLMAC 

DOSE Ls Meteo 3 

K4C(MI=AC1ISITIMOM) 

OLDX1 (CMISNEUX CM) 

OLDXK2 CM I=ENEWX CM) 

CONTINUE , 

K402)=AC1)9/069-9-CABSCIC2)*180-9)) 

DOT? M=1ls3 

ICMI=TCMI+FK 4M) OC C2 eo DENEWX OM) - €1 © SHKOLDX1 0M) 40H 5*0LDX26M)): 

“ODA2 CM ISOEDK ICM) 

OLDX1 (MI=NEWX CM) 

CONTINUE 

K4€2)=A61)/709-0- CABSCIC2)%*180G)) 

POINT=POINT#1 

TIME=TIME+AC1) 

CALL NLMAC 

P=2 

IF CPOINT+EQe CSTAGEYN(C2))) CALL CHAINC4) 

GOTO @ 

SO 

END



EST RANS EE 

w 
00 

wo
 

—
 

— rye
) 

13 

  

141, 
8e4e3 MACHINE SUBROUTINE (SEE PAGE 97) 

BROT INE NLMAC 

SPINSE OF DC MACHINE -MACK=-1/73/69 

ER NC3)sPOINT, STAGE, P35MsP 

5 

Ji 

Ds Woes Os )9 

  

coe ACG Jo TIME sale TAls R15 IF 2s 345855 T1599 071049, 
Ks LCSD NEWXK C305 DR>s RK6510 639. LTIM(3), JAC so U2.Gl > 
COMMON POINT s bo fIV bs Assi 3 LAGE Ss Nis it IMs FAl ok 1 ol hes 

B4>3559015V15V25,T,PsNEWX 

P3=24N (C2) "STAGE C2*NC2)-1) 

ALL NLICK(RK152) 
ER OT GI oil eo.) a a] 

M=NC3) 

TECT IME « GEe T CMIONCBQDEN CO) 41 

M=NC03) 

A Oy 

YA=V2C¢ a 

CALI NLECK CACS) ATs 1) 

IF2= AT/ 4593.3 

CALL NLS GKCAGS)>- TAILS 2) 

PGC 2) «lL fe.) Ar=<14 

ERMCARS C141) Pee S60 79 17 

DR=9-. JA2/ ABS CIA ekDe HP 

GOTO 18 

R=. 464 

4523.54 (0R*163)) 

CALIE “Niel CX-CRKG65 3) 

TFC1C3)eL Te Je F)RK6=-RK 

NEV ACLO= CVF = CIP 2*e745. 9 
NEWX C2) = CVA= CCRK1*%1T63))*275.9)-CIA1*KS)) 

TP CCT CS) cE 909. 9) AND. COC CRYISTA1)% 2 15-0: )'s lla RAS 

NEWXC3)=CCIAL*#RK1*275.9)-2K6) 

GIT) 22 
NEWAC3)=9.9 

TEXCPOINT ehae PS GOTO 12 

GOTOS73 

OICLISTAI 

O1C¢2.=IAl 

OTCe =the 

OF C4 1r 2 

ACS)STALS9e 1eC1.5*I 

ACS. =I PStO-1 eC lS S* LI 

OG) = Co) 

ECS = fee 

OLC2I=0 01> 

OT CIITA! 
oe tx RETURN 

END 

st te lee 

Pet) 03) teen tD 1 CA) 

GOTO-24
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Se4ie4 PRINT RESULTS. 
  

C MAIN PROGRAM - CHAIN 4 PRINT RESULTS -TITLE-CHECK3-1/3/69 

160 

192 

  

INTEGER NC3)sSTAGEsPsPOINT 

REAL ITIMC3)510C63)5K1016)9K2C01 451 4)9K3 0695 34)5K6(35)>s 

PRIME s.03) 6A COs BGS oF 6 V1 615052015) 5 CPSs OLD 1-CaD. 

20LDX2 063) 5NEWXKXC3959K403) 

COMMON POINTs Ils TIMEs As 10s STAGEs Ns ITIMs Bo V1 5 VPs Ts Po NEW Xs 

1K19K69K29K3s0LDX%1s0LDX239K4 

IF (NC3)-EQe2)GOTO 1 

GOTO ce 

WRITE C25199) 

FORMATC33H TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF DC MACHINE 

17/5%» SHSPEED» &X%»2HIAs 190X%s THFLUX(G)»s 8Xs GHIF s 10X%s 4HTIMES 

CSXs 4HIC2)77) 

F=HIC1)/90900 

WRITE (221929103) sAC5)>FsB°3)5TIMEs 162) 

FORMATCP 1G elsF12¢2sF16 05a F12¢49F 132 32F19-3) 

NICO EN COD 450 

CALL CHAIN«(3) 

STOP 

END
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8e5 EXTREMUM SEARCH, 
  

6e5e1 READ DATA. 
  

C MAIN PROGRAM - READS DATA-CONTROL STRATEGY-TITLE-RIF 

C DATE 26/72/69 

INTEGER NC4)59MsSTAGEsPs Js POINTS Z 

REAL’ AC4) os TEIMC3 2s TOCG05 Ki) C16 skKhO C1 45:1 4) 5 K3 695380» K6C 3A) 

ITIMEs 163)5AC8)5BC5)9SsYC4)9DROC4)5ROs ROYSNEWTs OLDX163)>5 

2OLDKAGS? 

COMMON POINT» Is TIMEs As 10s X> STAGEs Ns Bs ITIMs OLDX150LDX25 

INEWTs Z2 ROs Ss Ps Js Ya DROsK1 9 K69K2s9K39 ROY 

P=1 

.READC3s1990)(NCMIsM=15 4) 

READC3s191)9CX(M)sM=15 4) 

READ C3s 192) CACM)5M=158) 

READ C35193) CITIMCM)sM=1 53) 

READ C3914) CIOCM)5M=153) 

READ C3 1956) NEWT> Z 

PAUSE 1 

READ C32195) CK1 (M)sM=1515) 

GALL CHAINC2) 

146 FORMATC414) 

101 FORMAT C4F 601) 

192 FORMATC4F 14-4) 

193 FORMAT C3F 5-9) 

1n4 FORMAT C3F 5-8) 

195 FORMAT CSF 19-9) 

166 FORMAT CF & 09514) 

SOP 

END
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6e5e¢!] CONTINUED. 

C-MAIN PROGRAM-CHAIN 2® -READ DATA-TITLE-R2F-26/2/69 

INTEGER NC4)sSTAGEs Ps JoMoM1sPOINT>Z 

REAL XC4)s1ITIMC3)5 1003) 5K1 (16)5K2(14514)5K369530)> 

1K6039)sTIMEs 16395AC8)9BC05)5S3YC4)sDROC4)5 ROs ROYs NEWT 

ZOULDAT C30 ODA 2 Ca) es 

COMMON POINT», Is TIMEsAs 109 Xs STAGES Ns Bs ITIMs OLDX1s0LDX2>5 

INEWTs Zs ROs Ss Ps Js Ys DRO K1 9 K69K29K39 ROY 

READ C35 146) CCK2 (MoM1)9M1=1514)9M=1913) 

READ C35197) CCK3 (Ms M1) sM1l=H1530)52M=1599) 

READ C329108) (K6 CM) 5M=1539) 

CALL CHAIN(C3) 

146 FORMAT C14F5e%) 

107 FORMAT C1AF 59) 

198 FORMAT C1I@F5.9) 

STOP 

END 
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OO
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° 0
 

mn
 

= ey
] 

7
 BEPESTSDESCENT ROUTINE -CSER PAGE 31G9 ). 

COnICE=CE IMB ING ROUTINE @=2 4 LITLE e=cHCIF=2672769 

nel 

19 

261 

14 

  

INTEGER JsSTAGEs ZsPOINT®SNC4)9PoM 
REAL SsROsBC5)sROYSNEWTs TIMEs 1003)5 DROPs DROAs Es 163) 
1X€4)5YC4)sDROC42sAC8)s ITIMC3)9K1016)9K2614914)>5 
2K3. 095 39)» K6 C039) 50X163)990X%203)50LDX1 €3)5 OLDX2(3) 
COMMON POINT» ls TIMEs As 102 Xs STAGES Ns Bs ITIMs OLDX1 9 OLDX25 
INEWTs Zs ROs Ss Ps Js Ye DROs Kis K6s K2s K39 ROYSAA/OX1 9 OXP 
GOTOC2495251)5P 
STAGE=1 
S=1 64 

J=9 
CALI PINIF CRO) 
BCS )=009 
DO 10° llsisa4 
¥trL]ext1 19 
DOT) KElss 
IF CKeEQe LIDXCKI=AYCKI+AC3) 
CONTINUE 
CALL PINIFCROY) 

DROCIID=CROY-ROI/AC 3045-90801 
B(5)=B(S5)4+DROCII)**2 
XCLI)s¥C11) a 
CONTINUE 
IFCBC5)eLTeAC4))GOTO 3 
GOTO 2 
NC47=2 

CALL PINIFCRO) 
NC4)=4 

P=2 
CALL CHAINC4) 
NEWTSTIME 
Z=POINT 
AC7)=AC5) 
ACB)=AC6) 
DO 14 M=153 
1O0¢MI=1CM) 
OX1(MY=OLDX1¢(M) 
OX2 (M)=OLDX2¢M) 
CONTINUE
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6e5e2 CONTINUED. 

STAGE=STAGE+1 
IF CSTAGE*EQeNC1))STOP 
GOTO 7 
DROP=-S%*BC5) 
00°12 fists 
XCLIISYCIIDN-S*DROCIID 
CALL PINIFCROY) 
DROA=ROY-RO 
IF C(DROAeGEe#%e4)GOTO 4 
d=) 
E=ABSCCDROP-DROA)/DROP) 
IF CEeGEeGe5)GOTO 4 
IF (EsGTe@+e2)GOTO 6 
S=1e2#S 
GOTO 5 
S=9eS*S 

IF CJeNEe1)2GOTO 2 
DOS. SMa ts 4 

XCM) =YCM)-S*DROCM) 
IF CXCM) eGE e249 0 DIX(M) R238 09 
CONTINUE 
GOTO 1 
END 
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6s5°3 INTEGRATION ROUTINE CSER PAGE 93), 
  

SUBROUTINE PINIF CRO) 

C PROGRAM - INTEGRATION ROUTINE - NON-LINEAR MODEL TITLE-PINIF 

Cc DATE “343769 : 

INTEGER STAGEsNC4)5POINTs ZaMsP3 

REAL SLO C3Ia KS) LTIM CS 2a NEWA CS) 2 OLD X1NC3 ts OLD KS C3051 (30> 

PRO2ACK)s TIME s NEWTs XC4)50X%1 63)50K263)5BC5) 

COMMON POINTs Is TIMES As 10s Xs STAGES N» Bs ITIMs OLDX15 OLDX2> 

INEWTs ZZAA/OX1 s OX2/CC/NEWXs PB 

P3=Z 

TIME=NEWT 

IF CSTAGE*GE*+2) GOTO 7 

POINT=4 

GOTO & 

POINT=Z 

DOs Ma 7 313 

3 I(Md=1OCM) 

AC5)=AC7) 

AC6)=AC8) 

CALL MACIF CRO) 

IF CPOINT-EQ-9)GOTO 14 

a
n
 

GOTOr4 

14 DO 1A MaaliesS 

OX1 (M)=NEWX CM) ; ; 

-OX2 (M)=NEWX CM) 

10 CONTINUE 
4 DO. 4a- NS153 

K(M=AC1ZITIMGM) 
OLDX1 (M)=0X1¢M) 
OLDX2(M)=0X2(M) 

11 CONTINUE 
KC2)=AC1 709 04- CABSCIC2)*1909)) 
bO 42 Melsa : 
TCM = 10M) #K OM) C02 0 ORNEWX CM) = C1 SHOLDX1 CM) + 0 6 SHOLDX20M))) 
OLDX2 (M2 =OLDX1 (M1) 

-  OLDX1 (M)=NEWX CM) 
12 CONTINUE 

KC2=ACL)/06965- CABS CI (2)#1909)) 
POINT=POINT#1 
TIMESTIME+A C1) 
CALL MACIF CRO) 
IF CON C4) 6962) sANDs (POINT eESeN C9) ¥S TAGE) ) RETURN 
IF CPOINTe*EN+ (NC 2)4+STAGEFN(2)2) RETURN 
GOTO 2 
END 

~
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See 4 MACHINGE SUBRIUTINE (SER PAGE 116) 

SUBRIWEINE “AGIA CR) 

TRANSTENT RESPONSE DF DC MACHINE -M4AC1F-373/69 

N
=
 

  

INTEGER NC4)5°0 INTs STAGES 23 
REAL ACS), TIMEsS4Ts TALs R415 1F 25345355 
{59 03) sNEWNCS GDRs 2465-2903 
Ifo TPs INTs DINTs VAs VF 291 C4) 
CIYMIN: PVMEs ts TIMES As: 10 eXs STAGE GMs TAL; 
RK 1s TF 2534535, IT/CC/NEWX, 23 
CALL NLIIFCR41,2) 
TE-CI C15 eb Te Fe 2s Re teR Re 
CALL NNSIP LA CSI ATES 
TF 2=AT/ 4599.4 
CALT.. NL2IF (4449544152) 
TF CECON. LTS. BATE RTAl 
tf CABS OI ALY4 LT O29) BIT). 77 
DR=%e FAQ/ ABS CIAL) ££94659 
GOT) 18 

R= 90954 
4523.54 (N2*103)) 
CALL NLIIF¢R653) 
IF CE C3V6L To Ie D)RKS6=-R46 
IF (NC4).29e2767T): 1 
If CPIINT. LE. (NC2F*STAGEIGITI 1 
GIT) 2 
VF=X(1) 
VA=X(2) 
GIT3.45 
JF=X(03) 
VA=XC4)
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3 NEWUACLI= CVF = CIF 2474329) ) 
Nawx C2 y= (VAM CORKI*T C39 )*%275-.3)-CIA1#<5)) 

TFC C103) 6 BQe Be 9) «AND es € CORK EXIA] 4275.92 6L Te RX6)) GOTD 
NEWACS0= COCTAYER 14275609 =RKS6) 

GOT) 22 

21 NEWK (3059-4 

22 DIND=€16%« 9RSIN C6. 28 32T IME+9. 499991))9-1 C3) 

ne ee ee 

TP CASSCDINT)~LE.9-39951)6G9T9 S 

69T) 9 

DINT=9.9991 

9 INTH=AC2)*CCDINT) &%2 

tease ee ayente™ 4 

TEX POINTS EO. PSeT)GD1TO: SG 

Goa D2-7 

6 IN=9.4 

N
 

+TP)*9.9*AC1) 

> rt 
\ =f 

4 2=0.8) 
> IF CPOINT.£Q.P39G9TO 12 

G)TO 13 
12 LICL VHT AI 

JIC2]I=TAl 
V1C3d=TF2 
J1C4)sIF2   13 ACSVSTAL+ Fe ICL. SeLA1- 20 IeIT C1435" ITC2)) 
AC6 SIF 243.1% C1. SIF 2-2. 9491 639#9. 54971 64)) 
DCAD = CS) 

PEt 30e bac 

V1-C2 = 9 G1) 

LEGO =H TAY 

2 T IRV 

IND 

 



  

150. 

Kedea- PRINT RESULTS. 
  

C MAIN PROGRAM - CHAIN 4 PRINT RESULTS -TITLE-R3F-27/2/69 

INTEGER NC4)5STAGEsP»s JsPOINT>s Z 

RWAL ACA) sf TIM CBD 510 C39 sK1CL6 IS KE C1 45:14) 9K 3095.30) oK6 C38 )-> 

VTIMES 103)5ACE)5BC5)5SsYC4)5DRO0C4)sROa Fs ROYsNEWTS 

20LDX1 €3)s0LDX2¢3) 

COMMON POINTs Is TIMEs As 10s Xs STAGEs Ns Bs ITIMs OLDX1 5 OLDX25 

INEWTs Zs RO» Ss Ps Js Ys DROsK1 5 K69K29K3s ROY 

IF C(NC3)-EQ-1)GOTO 1 

GOTO 2 

1 WRITE C25109) 

199 FORMATC46H OPTIMISATION USING METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT 

17/3%>s 4HK{1)56%s 4HX C203 6 Xs 4HX 03) 5 6 Xs 4HXC 4) 5 8X5 CHROS &X>1HS> 

29%» SHFGRADZZ) 

NC30 =e 

2 Whit COs TAL INCI X CS) gC 3 > XC4)G BOs Ssh CS) 

101 FORMAT C4F 1A ¢49F9e5eF 1A 49 F 1207) 

F=IC1)/9909 

WRITE COs1020163)5ACS)5PsoBC3)s TIME st (2),R0¥ 

192 PORMAT CPS eloht222,F1305sF12¢45F10s95F10¢3sF1006) 
WRITE C2s143) STAGE 

163 FORMATC//1 1H END: STAGE £3) 

CAE CHAIN GS) ! 

STOP 

END 

 



  

PGi. 

6+5%*6 TYPICAL DATA. 
  

88 “25 1 4 

$93.261230 «1218 FeoSli2e9! 

9 VAIS 1 «3 2-391 A991 

29 043 9 «3241 29-43 93241 

1 9 en 4 9373 

26473 9427 142-7 

Q@ e225 0 

Q-3 Q e399 59 3099195 9099169 0 -99219 

9099263 |. 3-93395 339359 334394 BeII449 
J 94 48Y 3943516 B99547 300578 339695 
QO eB 63-9 160- 2504 339- 400. 530 ¢ 68H 

8596 1959 01389 01839 «24739 3485 
GeO 93-0'°180+ 289s 365. 480. 615+. 770% 
9756 1299 61489-1919 +2529 -3483.~ 

O@-D 190+ 200+ 315+ 449+. 580+ 743. 925.- 
115961419 61719-2990 2650-3599. 

OeD 120+ 280. 4206 59D- 7806 1009-1220- 
1479 01739 +2349 «2499 «2889 -3699.~ 
+B 130+ 320+ SID- 720+ 9506 1190614506 
1 720 02929 62339 «2799 63139 -3783~ 
sO 149+ 403. 6436 S8D- 1150+-1450-1740- 
2339 02370 02689 63949-3479 -4309-~ 

“O09 159+ 429+ 730- 9606 1339-1650.2900. 
2329 02669 63999 03353-3799 -4155- 
BoB 160+ 425-6 7496 1989-1489 -1859-2219- 

@-D 170+ 439+ 773+ 116021550 -1950-2350.~ 
2 69D «3239 63699-3989 -4499-4899.~ 
DB 1839+ 489-6 B889e 1399-1689 -2199-2550.~ 
3929 ©3489 «3959-4499 «4899-5099. 

‘OO 193+ 5S9B- 9295 1359-1829 -2259-2799. 

32993 «3689 «4159 +4699 650943 -5309- 

OD 199+ 529+ 950- 14239-1939 -2390 -28 50. 

3353 63859 ©4329 «4899 «52399-5699 - 

OeD 1959+ 549+ GBD 1469-1969 «2469-2965 

3 469 03963 «4463 «4969 «5469 «5964» 

 



152. 

8e5e6 CONTINUED. 

6-8 GeS 149 lee Se 2eGe Ze l 34020 AeA) 504660 

WeO 860" 9 oO {hee 103 1469 Wile. 2043. 0365 Sle 

S18 35¢0 38-2 42:0 45-5 56-6. 54-60 58°90 62-0 6560 

OeCR Od Oo a0 Od 365 AeA O04 6 028 eA 

S04 2945: (hee 1266 P4044. 1607 19:04) 2269 25.9 2866 

31¢0 35-9 382 4269 4565 50-0 548 58-9 ‘62-0 659 

Qe be Oo eo 36S Dee 4006 | eke Feo @ 10.05 lel ec) 

12691406 ioe 5 LO 163820 28 2360 2520 27-8 364 

33¢3 36¢5 398 43¢3 47-60 S1¢O 54¢5 58-4 623 669 

O60 Cede Jel Geog 1065 PleS 13.02 4.9. 1560. 1604 

1 Tel 1608220 sO H2leS 2360 2468 26.0528 64390.6 25.4 

36¢8 39-0 42-5 45-66 4868-8 52-0 55-5 59-2 63-0 67-9 

QB 940 1200 1460 [561 16621762 28.4 19-5 2065 

Ba20 2E6oraAed 12066 26°98 2563 GO +01 320 3423973665 

S962 APU 42560 “Alel 50 of S409 S765 60-7 64e2 689 

Ged 608" 1376-57166 4 1946. 2035 24322 el 22340 2460 

2504 2606 280A 2962 39656 3263 3365 35665 3705 49-9 

4202 45063 4869 SHe7 5367 S647 6649 63-9 6609 7929 

@ 9 16 0eO 267 2209 23-9 24¢9 25-9 25-9 2669. 27-8 

29-8 30-9 313 32¢7 3402 3546 37-9 3865 49-9 43-9 

4509 48 +9 308 539 56-7 5926 6244 65¢3 689 7209 

Be 20-9. 2264 2461-2506 2608 2869 29-9 30-9 31-4 

3265 3366 3469 3669 3765 3969 4365 4266 4469 4546 
AGA 25) 611538), 96645946265, 6566 650 T1140 1508 

O08 2265 2462 2556 2760. Obed BOD SIs 32 s5 2459 

(39093606: °38 09 39 eS) 4tie 1 42 65) AB 69> 4565 4609 4565 

9006) 99%9 59596 5865 161636424 609. 1009. 1349 73.2 

1683 0-69 053 BeSD Be 49 Be49 Be49 B-49 O-50 G.52 

O54 OeS7 BeS9 BeB62 Be64 Be65 Be69 De73 GBeo7T5 Be7B 

9-81 G@eB5 Oe8S Be91 GBe94 BDe97T Be99 1-92 1-05 1-98   
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